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Federal Grand Jury 
Indicts State Senator 
In Theft of Funds 
.t-ialftil'ra. 
NEW YORK - State Sen. Jo-
seph R. Pisani. R-New Rochelle, 
was indicted by a federal grand 
jury "lbarsla7 on dlarges he stole 
thousands al dollars from the state 
gow!l'Dment. bis campaign funds, 
· his Jaw partners and his legal 
clients. 
in a corporate client's account to be 
paid to a dead cousin.. Plsanl 
endorsed the relative's name on the 
check and put it in his personal ac-
count. according to the charges. 
1be indktment aJso alleges that 
Pisani embe7zled $45,000 from po-
litical campaign funds, falsifying 
forms filed with the state Board of 
of EJections. PJsani. SC. was accused ar- 'Ibe »count indictment charges 
nmging a $20,000 job OD his Tempo- · Pisani with mail fraud and tax 
r.uy State Cnmrnisskm on Olild violations for allegedly falling to re-
We!fare for an associate wbo failed _ $81,000 in mco· me and .....,,.m..... , ...,.;,,14 bl · todohis'llllrit. ..-• ~gh ..... 6 ...... ture as an assem _yman m 
The indictment asserts the man, ~.ooo in taxes from 1978 U66 and was elected to the state 
1981 . Senate in l.9'l3. . 
Joseph llaDon, was hired after 'lbe federal probe stems from an In 19'16, during his re-el-ection 
striking an agreement with Pisani earlier investigation by the state's campaign against Sharon Enea, 
tllat .. a dose friend" of the senator• nursing home prosecutor that re- later found murdered, Pisani denied 
Kaim,,n God!n!y, "would be given suited in the conviction of Vincent association with A. Michael Stagg. 
tbe per&aaaJ use. benefit and enjoy- Riccio, a former- New Yodt City a federal informant in a· Nicara-
meat er llalJon's summer house in cnuncifrnan and former assembly- guan gun-rwm1ng scbe~. When a 
WashingtoiMDe. man. Pisani was listed as an· aJ- local newspaper printed a picture of 
PJsanl defrauded New York leged co-conspirator in the case, Pisani and Stagg on a game farm, 
State throagb the arrangement, the which involved cblld-welfare com- the senator acknowledged the 
iDdictmeat alleges. In addition. mis&on jobs, but be was not named . affiliation. · 
Piairl was dmged with fraudu- as a defendanL · He was·re-e1ectec1. 
· lenl:Jy dive. ling mane, from the PJsani Js&ued a statement sayfn,g In 1918,. Plsani announced his 
partners ID· bis Jaw firm. Serdmk be expected to be vindicated. F.arll• · candidacy for attorney general, but 
and Wolf. and from client escrow er~ be cbaracteri2ed some of the the nomination went tu Mlcliael 
aoooanta •An'algnment was set for chargeus ''politically motiva~.. Roth. In.1!181. be.ran for Westches-
next 'l'llurlday. Pisani ·1s credited with new Jaws.• ter· count; ~live, but was de-
U.S. AttarneJ ·Budolph W\ Giu- taDgm& from a crackdown on child .. leafed by now,-Lt. Gov. Alfred Det-
Jiani. wllo amr.iunred the charges. abuae ·to reform of the fcste!'-care Bello. In the defeat, Pisani lost by 
aaaeded P1sanl dln!cted the $1.411) systenL. He first went to·tbe state •2.0IIOwt.esinhlsownbomedisb'ict. 
~!""'l.,.."'1"'~.,_~"'."":'"~·-~~.-~~~·~7:~·::--"··"'::·~"'"~~'-;~~·:'·~-,'"':'~ 
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CATHAYNE A. WELC!i, &ID, RN 
E><Et:UTIVE DIRECTOR 
2113 WESTERN AVENUE 
GUtLDERLANO. NEW YORK 12084 
. Phone (S18) 456-53n 
THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
OF THE FUNCTIONAL UNIT 
OF DIRECTORS, ASSOCIATES AND ASSISTANTS 
NURSING PRACTICE ANO SERVICES 
~pinian: ege Rnle nf fge Nursing Prartitinner* 
Be Arqnired 3mmnne Defiriency Sgndrnme (A3D5} 
The Executive Coramittee of the Functional Unit of Directors, Associates 
and Assistants, Nursing Practice and Services, in response to widespread 
concern of the nursing profession regarding the care of clients with 
AIDS studied and researched the issue. Acquired Immune Deficiency 
.Syndrome is defined as a disease, at least moderately predictive of a 
defect in cell medicated i11111unity often characterized by .Kaposi's 
saz>eoma (K5), 'Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP) and other serious 
opportunistic infections (01) in persons with no known cause for 
diminished resistance to the disease. 
AIDS is a disease affecting nationwide approximately 2000 individuals. 
AIDS cases have been clustered in certain geographic areas. More 
than 50% of cases have been reported from New York State. 
Due to the nature of the illness and the groups affected, there has 
been much anxiety generated among the public by the various media. 
Report~ have been issued regarding individuals avoiding AIDS patients 
and about the maltreatment, or lack of treatment, such clients have 
experienced in hospitals and clinics by professional staff irlcluding 
the registered professional nurse. 
,PrRmi•2 The American Nurses Association Code for Nurses with Interpretive 
· aa.d .· .. _ Statements provides the framework for ethical decision making in 
£ati.1111a.lr: ~::-nursing. The Code is based on the belief that nursing encompasses 
the promotion and restoration of health, the prevention of illness 
and the alleviation of suffering. Tenet #1 of the Code states: 
'1!he llu:Pse px,ovidee sewices with respect forhwnan dignit;y and the 
wiiqueness of .t1:s ciient unresmcted by consideMtion of social 
. or> economic status., peztsonat atrnbutes., or the nai;ure of the 
heal.th problem. 
::ff(:{ I 
S-fQt,~ . 
' ' .. , 
G>pitti.au: 
. . . . . . . . . . : . 
. ;Professional nurses, in accorda~.c:e with the Nurse PMctice Act df .. 
,NetJJ York sta:1:8 as contained in Article 139 of Title VIII of the 
Education Laware responsible for 
diagnosing and treating human responeea to actual, o:zt 
potential heaZth problems th:l'Ough such se?'Vices.as case 
·finding, 'health teaching, health counseling, and provision 
· of ca.z,e suppozotive to or Nsto:mtive of Ufe and bJeii-
being ••• 
1!he Rules of the N61iJ Yo:ztk State Boa:t'd of Regents Relating to Defin-
iti.tms of llnprofessiona'l Conduct states in Part 29.2(1) that · 
abandoning or neglecting a patient or cUent undep and in need of 
irtmediate professiona.Z. care, liJi.thout making reaaonabte anrangements 
fozo the continuation of such care ••• is considered unprofessional 
conduct. 
It is the opinion of the Executive COlllJlittee of the Functional Unit 
of Directors, Associates and Assistants, Nursing Practice and 
· Services, that: the nursing profession should provide and assure 
that AIDS clients receive appropriate and adefflMte: ea, e. Health 
teaching and health c_ounseling for the client, family or signifi-
cant other as well as the public should .include the appropriate 
precautions necessary for caring for an AIDS client. Professional 
nurses have both the ob 1 i gati on and expertise to assist other hea 1th 
care providers in understanding this health problem, the particular 
needs of ~lients experien~ing this health problem, and principles 
and techniques of appropr1ate care. Specific precautions have 
been established by the State of New York Department of Health 
Memorandum - Public Health Series 83-27 - Acquired Deficiency 
Syndrome. 
. . 
*The title Nursing Pmctitioner,,refers to the NYSNA Position Description title 
approved by theNYSNA Board of Directors, June 1972~ It is reconmended that 
this position description and title replace all existing descriptions per-
taining to •General Duty Nurse, 0 11StaffNurse, 11 "Primary Care Nurse," "Pedia-
tric Nurse Practitioner," "Family Nurse Practitioner," etc. When designation. 
of a clinical focus is desired, it should be included as an adjective, i.e.,,. 
•1tursing Practitioner, Pediatrics," 11Nursing Practitioner, Family Health Care, 11 etc. ·· · •. · 
REFERENCES: 
American Nurses' Association. Code·forNurses with Interpretive Statements 
(G-56), Kansas City, Mo. 1978. · · .· · ' 
New Yo,:k.State.Nurses Association. The Nurse Practice Act of New York State, 
Gu1lderland, N.Y., 1981. 
Official Com ilation of Codes, Rules and Re ulations of the State of New York. 
Chapter 1, Board of Regents, T1t e , Education, art 1sc1p ,nary 
Proceedings in the Professions." 
___ . Chapter l, Board of Regents, Title 8, Education, Part 28 11Detennina.-
t10n of Good Moral Character in the Professions ... 
--~.-· Chapter I, Board of Regents, Title 8, Education, Part 29 nunprofes-
s,onal Conduct. 11 1978. 
State of New York De arbnent of ttealth Memorandum, Public Health Series 
cquired IIIITiune Deficiency Syndrome AIDS • Harch 30, 1983. ' 
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1'HE mtw YOBK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
Philosophy 
DRAFT 
'nte New York State Nurses Association believea that fulfillment of 
its mission requires it to be a multipurpose professional association, 
the voice of all registered professional nurses 1n New York State and a 
resource for each registered professionsl nurse in New York State. 
Provision of optimal nursing care services for the people of New York 
requ:1.res nurses to be united for this purpose. The .Association was 
founded and is uniquely able to provide leadership in this continuing 
endeavor.I 
?be Association adheres to the tenet that each profession must assume 
responsibility for setting standards for its education and practice and for 
assuring implementation of those standards.2 · 
It is the Association's contention that the nature of nursing practice, 
defined legally and professional.ly as " ••• diagnosing and treating human 
responses to actual or potential health problems ••• " is a constant.3 It 
is'the essence of nursing and does not change. Emanating from the nature of 
nursing practice, the scope of nursing practice is flexible and changing. 
The scope of practice is the functional breadth of nursing practice and 
·changes in conjunction wit:h other societal changes. 4 
Further, the Association believes that minimum educational preparation 
for entry into professional nursing practice is the baccalaureate degree in 
nursing, that associate degree education in nursing is warranted for technical 
nursing practice and that these educational requirements must be established 
in law. 5 While basic educational programs prepare nurses for licensure and 
entry into practice ongoing continuing education is essential for continued 
professional competence. 
As the voice of licensed professional nursing the Association holds the 
view that nurses should be justly rewarded for their professional services. 
In instances where nurses wish to be represented for collective bargaining, 
the Association performs this service in accordance with their wishes to the 
extent permitted by state and federal law, independent of other Association 
functions. 
1Bylaws and Extracts from Articles of Incorporation. The New York State 
Nurses Association. Bylaws as amended October , 1985 and Articles as amended 
October , 1985. 
2American Nurses' Associacion. Nursing. A Social Policy Statement. ANA: 
Kansas City, MO. , 1980 p. 8. 
Jrbi.d p.9. 
4si.mms, Laura Lo "Statement By the New York State Nurses Association," from 
The Scope of Nursing Practice. NYSNA: Guilderland, N.Y.t 19807 p.5-7. 
SAme'riean Burses'--:Ass~ciati.on. Educational Preparation for Nurse Practitioners 
and Assistants to NUl'ses, A Position Paper. ANA: Kansas City, MO., 1965. 
-,~ 
lhe New York State Nurses Association, a constituent of the .American 
Nurses' Association, believes :its obligatious to the public, the profession 
and to its members converge in itJJ policies, programs and legislative efforts. 
As a multipurpose professional association, NYSHA combines its activities to O 
make nursing the best possible force in and for societyt:hat it can be. 
JF/jml. 
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I. 
NEV YORK STATE XVRSES ASSOCIATIOI 
RESPONSIBILITIES ABD POWERS or THE BOARD OP DIRECTORS 
Legal and Fiduoi~ry Obiigations under Kot-For-Prorit 
Corporation Lav 
! Board •ot Directors the statutory ~u~horitf ~anage 
the attairs ot the Association. The exercise or the management 
t'unctiono ot'tbe :Board is vested only when duly convened as a 
Board, rather than as individual members. This principle is 
explained in terms or the value ot consultation, deliberation, 
and collective judgement ot a tull Board • 
.£!!:.!£~2!.! fiduci!!:!!!. !!.! lli cor20rati0n: !!. such, lli 
J?.!:!!.!!I. ~!!i!.~!~ !.!!.! reseonsibility lli !irectors !!. !2.. 
!~!.~!:.! !~! !~!:.!!!!! !~! l~~!l!!:.!!l ~! !~! !!!~~!!!~~ !~ e!tre.e~'!!.!!l.:. The standards by which the exercise ot' f'iduciary 
responsibility is judged are: 
(a) that Directors assure that the use or Asociation 
resources is consistent with the purposes stated in the Articles 
or Incorporation 
(b) that decisions ot the Board are within the Board's 
authority to make, are made in good t'aith, and are uninfluenced 
by anything other than the best interests of' the Association. 
Decisions are those that a 8 reasonably prudent• individual vould 
make given like circumstances. 
As fiduciaries -of the Association, Board seabers do not 
represent any particular geographic or other constituency. The 
obligation ia to address fairly the interests ot' &LL members and 
to balance disparate interests tor the overall benefit at the 
Assooia t.ion. 
Another t'iduciary requirement or Directors is that or 
undivided loyalty. A Director cannot serve competing interests 
and must use individual judgment in recognizing and avoiding 
potential contli'cts ot' interest. Siaul taneous service on more 
than one, organization's Board or Directors aust be weighed 
carefully in light or a Director's obligation to put aside any 
other concerns while serving on the IYSRA Board. In the event a 
Director teels that there aay be a conflict ot' interest in any 
matter before the Board. the Director's obli.gation is full 
disclosure to" the Board or the possibly competing interest. If a 
conflict ot interest is determined to be present. the Director is 
·obligated to abstain participation in any matter relevant to 
the conflict of interest. 
1 
t~ S-fq{, . 
. . .. ;-:·· --~~ 
Directors!!!.!.!.!.!!, ~~li1atio~ i!rtiaipate f!!lll !!!_ ill 
decisions or the Board. A fundamental responsibility or a 
Director is to attend meetings or the Board and to engage in all 
deliberations or the Board. · 0 
With limited exceptions (e.g., when a potential or actual 
conflict or interest has been identitied) a Director has a duty 
to vote on matters before the Board. A Director should express 
hlly any opposition be/she bas to an action of the Board before 
a vote is taken. Once a vote is taken, a Director incurs an 
obligation to interpret and defend the majority decision. UNLESS: 
(a) it is telt that the action being taken is 
sufficient to endanger the Association. Your obligation in this 
case is to in.form the Board ot your feelings and to refrain from 
public dissension. 
{b) you choose to file a written minority report. 
This recourse should occur very infrequently. if at all. since 
your obligation is to avoid creating confusion and divisiveness 
among the members. Members have a right to expect cohesive. 
coordinated leadership. 
Except tor instances!!!_~~ Directors have!.!!. obligation 
to preserve appropriate ~identia!!ll of !~ll!.!:!. ~!.! th! 
Board. members of the Association have the right to full 
disclosure or Board proceedings. Meetings of the Board are 
normally open tc any member and any member has the right to 
review minutes of Board meetings. 
It is generally accepted and recommended practice that 
Directors do not discuss transactions of the Board until official 
notification to members has been made. A summary or Board acticn 
is sent to the District Nurses Associations after each Board 
meeting and is published in Report. The Board determines the 
appropriate timetable for release of information on Board 
transactions. 
If the Board determines that a matter is of a nature that 
requires further protection of confidentiality. or if the matter 
before the Board could not be fully and productively discussed in 
an open Board meeting., an Executive Session of the Board may be 
called. The Board must then determine when external notice of' 
any Board action is to be made. Minutes of Executive Sessions 
are maintained as confidential and are not open to member 
inspection. 
The actions of the Board and those ot previous Boards are 
bindiq. .! position ot' record mai ahangecf.--b"ut it may not-be 
ignored. 
2 
® 
II. Requirements of Labor Lav 
The Association represents licensed professional nurses for 
purposes of collective bargaining; therefore. RISHA is a 
labor organization under the National Labor Relations Act, the 
Taylor Law of New York, and other statutes. The Association is 
the certified collective bargaining agent or approximately 28,000 
nurses in both the public and private sect?rs ot health care. 
As a multi-purpose proressional association. NYSRA is in 
part a labor organization. That part of the affairs of the 
Association that involves the collective bargaining activities 
requires strict ad~erence to principles set out by applicable 
labor laws. Among the most important of these principles is that 
the rank and file employees whom the Association represents must 
have full and complete freedom to determine their own goals in 
collective bargaining. The membership of tbe Association AND the 
Board or Directors has no right or authority to know of 
participate in. or inf'luence the conduct of the collectiv; 
bargaining program--including (but not limited to} such matters 
as elections. grievances. arbitrations, or contract negotiations. 
The National Labor Relations Board has, in a 1985 decision. 
suggested that the Association must be able to demonstrate to its 
sat is faction tba t the collective bargaining program is rree ot 
the potential or actual domination of statutory supervisors 
(persons wbo act in the interest or the employar). Since such 
persons may be elected to the Board or Directors. the nominating 
committee. or other positions or influence within the 
Association, it is critical that Board members strictly adhere to 
these guidelines for the proper insulation or the collective 
bargaining program. 
(a) In all matters having to do with the Economic and 
General Welfare Program. the Board must demonstrate an 
length relationship. arms-
(b) There can be no disclosure to the Board or the 
activities of the collective bargaining program except for those 
matters that are on public record. 
Cc) The Board must scrupulously avoid any discussion 
of collective bargaining matters, including any that may be 
erroneously brought to its attention oy members or others outside 
the Association. 
(d) The Board delegates to the Executive Director full 
responsibility for the administration ot the Econoaic and General 
Welfare Program. The Board cannot be involved in tbe selection. 
terms and conditions or employaent, or evaluation or start other 
than the Executive Director. 
Ce) No individual who is not a aember or a collective 
bargaining unit (or eligible tor such representation) may be 
appointed to any committee. task force, or other organizational 
3 
unit which is involved with the Economic and General Welfare 
(f) Bo member or the Board who in his/her employment -
situation would be deemed to be a statutory supervisor can 
participate in any disciplinary procedure which involves a 
represented nurse. 
III. Responsibility and Functions of the Board under Bylaws 
Article IV of' the NYSHA Bylaws specifies the responsibility 
and tunctions ot the Board of' Directors. 
Article V specifies the overall duties of the officers and 
directors. 
Article III. Disciplinary Section is also a responsibility 
ot the Board. The procedure f'or conduct of' disciplinary 
proceedings is contained in the Board manual. 
11/18/85 
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GUILDERLAND. NEW YORK 12084 
PHONE (518) 456-5371 
CATHRVNE A.. WELCH, l:dD. RN 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
tllreninr: 
THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
COUNCIL ON ETHICAL PRACTICE 
~uid2liu2a far Et~ic Xaunds 
The NYSNA Council on Ethkal Practice in its positfon statement 
The Rote of the Nursing Pra.ctitioner on Ethic Cormrittees recon111ended 
that nursing practitioners should actively participate in ethics rounds.I 
A survey of the literature confirmed the Council's position that nurses 
have active roles when faced with ethical dile11111as, based on the fact 
that in their nursing positions they often have more infonnation and 
insight regarding ethics of a given situation. 
l[nai•e: Nursing•s involvement in ethical dilel1111as must expand to acconmodate 
the increasingly complex and interrelated areas of bioethics nurses con-
front in their daily practice. Such dilenmas include clinical issues, human 
subjects, human experimentation, health policies and allocation of 
resources, infonned consent, "No Code" policies, truth telling, and 
rights of patients and nurses. 
iatimmle: A discussion of approaches to ethical issues and ethical reasoning 
based on conceptual models and theories of ethics provide the principles 
of ethic rounds. · 
j ;ra.itims Statement: 
''.f 
~3 l The Council encourages the establishment of an environment for ethical 
•·~ reasoning (Ethic Rounds); the Council recognizes the need for a knowl-
edgeable facilitator; the Council recognizes the need for knowledge 
of ethical principles and theory to reason through an ethical dilemia; 
and the nursing practitioner has the right and responsibility to 
participate in both Nursing Ethic Rounds and Interdisciplinary Ethic 
Rounds. 
-2-
O!aiuliu• far Jlur•ins Etlli.c hunu: 
Pmlra.r: to establish a climate in which nurses can freely reason 
through ethical dilemnas which they confront in their nursing practice; 
to provide an opportunity for reflection and reasoned dialogue. 
Grjutivra: 
.to objectively evaluate ethical issues according to rational 
principles rather than intuition or emotion; 
.to fonnulate reasoning and articulate these reasons to others; 
. to approach ethics through the concepts of rights grounded in 
the following ethical principles: 
-autonomy; 
-nonma 1 efi cence; 
-beneficence; 
-justice2; and 
.to facilitate effective ethics rounds. 
Jmmat. af Ef)Jii:• lauuu: 
In ethic rounds one may select a hypothetical case; case histories 
(retrospective}; ora current case. 
I. In the first format, staff may discuss a hypothetical case 
in which the ethical dilenma reflects similar cases faced 
in reality; 
II. In the case history fonnat, the staff can discuss ethical 
dilenwnas concerning recently discharged or deceased patient 
(the retrospective) approach. This method has advantages 
and disadvantages. 
The advantages include knowledge of the clinical data; the 
experience of having worked through the dile11111a and the 
opportunity to learn from the experience. 
III. -In the third fonnat, a current patient provides the case 
data for discussion. 
The concept of ethic ro!Jnds is preferred to an ethical . 
conference because data coming from the patient and patient's 
inmediate environment.provides real content within which the 
dilemna may be resolved.3 
t~ S-fq,k. -
.· ,.-~,.~\ 
j 
-3-
Ethic rounds should be open to all unit staff, however, some 
modification may have to be cor.sidered depending on: 
.which of the three fonnats is used; 
.the facilitator's role in initiating rounds; 
.the politics and dynamics of the staff; and 
.the nature of the clinical setting • 
EtlJi.c iamula 3m:lmb: 
.identifying bioethical dilenmas that exist in those patient 
care situations for which the professional nurse is responsible; 
.sharing those dilenmas identified with all those participating 
in nursing rounds; 
.individually applying the bioethical decision-making process 
to the identified dilenmas; and 
.reaching consensus through group sharing relative to appropriate 
ethical action.4 
{DJt Bam ta·.a af EtJJh: iaun4B: 
The purpose of ethic rounds is to reason through ethical dilenmas 
and come to an ethical decision by: 
.identifying the health problem; 
. 
.identifying the ethical problem; 
.identifying those involved in making the decision (the patient, 
patient's family, the nurse, the physician, or any combination 
of those listed; 
.considering alternatives; 
.considering the long and short-ranged consequence of each 
alternative decision; 
.reaching a decision; 
.integrating this decision to your philosophy of patient care;arid 
.follow the decision until you can see the actual results of the 
decision and use thh information to assist in future decisions.5 
. . . 
. . 1New)'ork State Nurses Association, Council .on Ethical 
Practice. 11Role of the Nursing Practitioner on Ethic Conmittees, 11 
···Position Statement, NYSNA Board Approved, (4/81) mimeo. . 
2Elsie L. Bandman and Bertram Sandman. "Foundation of 
Human Rights and Health Care," Bioethics and Human Rights - A 
Reader for Health Professionals, Boston: Little, Brown and Co.·, 
(1978) pp. 3-8. 
3Anne J. Davis. "Helping Your Staff Address Ethical Oilenmas," 
The Journal of Nursing Administration, (Feb. 1982} pp. 10-11. 
4Rita J. Payton. "A Bioethical Program for Baccalaureate 
Nursing Students, 11 Ethics in Nursing Practice and Education, {American 
Nurses' Association) p. 94. 
· 5"ark Murphy and James Murphy. "Making Ethical Decisions 
Systematically," Nursing 76 (May 1976) p. cg13. 
/26/ 
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THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATIONS 
COUNCIL ON ETHICAL PRACTICE 
BIO'ETHICS - a recent term which means ethics applied to the health care arena. 
Bioethics addresses several areas: 
• clinical ethics 
.human subjects in research 
.allocation of resources. 
ETHIC - an ethic is a value, a standard adhered to by either an individual or a 
group. It is the 11What ought to be," in a world of "What is". 
ETHIC ROUNDS - a climate in which nurses can freely reason through ethical 
dil ermias they confront in their nursing practice. 
ETHICAL - pertaining to morals or the principles of morality; pertaining to right 
or wrong in conduct; in accordance with the rules for right conduct. A 
particular ethical system; the rules of conduct recognized in respect to 
a particular class of human.action, nursing ethics, medical ethics or 
moral principles of an indivi"dual. 
ETHICAL CODE - an ethical code is a framework for decision-making. 
ETHICAL DECISION-MAKING - basic elements to be considered: 
.available data base 
.questions to be considered -
-who should be involved in the decision-making process? who makes the 
final decision? why? 
-for whom should the decision be made, self, proxy, other? 
-what criteria ,;hould be used, for exaJIIPle, physiologic condition, 
economic considerations, social and family considerations? 
-what degree of consent should be obtained from the patient? 
-what, if any, mora 1 principles are confi nned or negated by proposed 
decision for action, for example, truth telling, justice, self-
detennination, respect for the individual? 
-underlying efforts to seek the right-making characteristics of 
actions and solutions to the ethical dilenmas presented, and to 
detennine value. 
ETHICAL DECISION-MAKING - PROBLEM SOLVING PROCESS -
. define problem 
• identify the objective to be achieved 
~list all alternatives to meet objectives 
.evaluate each alternative 
.choose the best alternative 
.evaluate results. 
EPHICAL DILE141AS - an ethical dilenma can be. defined as a situation ~ith conflicting 
moral planes; a conflict. betweentwo:·obligations;. a .difficult problem in-
capable of a satisfactory solution; or a situation which gives rise to 
questions such as - What ought I to do? What is the right thing to do? 
What hann and benefit result from this decision or action? 
ErJIICAL PRINCIPIZ - an ethical principle has been defined as the fundamental 
notion of respect (lack of partiality or discrimination) for every person. 
~l'HICAL PRINCIPLES - the six major principles of ethics are: .. 
• Au:tonomy - the right to be_one's ?wn_pers~n, to make your own decisions. 
This is a very potent ethical principle in the health care arena. 
.N011l1lll.ef{,cence - the idea of doing no hann. Thi~ principle is hard to 
translate into the real world of everyday practice. For example, can 
we detennine that chemotherapy does no hann? 
• Beneficen.ce - the principle of doing good, to do something that positively 
affects someone's welfare. 
.JW?J-tic:e - the distribution of benefits and burdens. 
.Vemcit;y - the notion of telling the truth. Is withholding information 
· the same as lying to somebody? 
• ConfidentiaZit;y - a social contract or covenant with another person. 
Each person should: . . . . . 
• be free of coercion and should be involved in planning and decid1ng 
on his or her care. or participation in education or research groups; 
• expect complete infonnation to the extend possible regarding his or her 
illness, the plan of care, and the risks involved; . 
• expect the decisions made regarding his or her care will be based on 
health care needs and expected outcomes and not on economic, social or 
political criteria; and 
• expect that systems for resolving problems are available when and if 
conflicts develop between the recipient and the provider of care. 
ETHICAL SYS'!EMS - methods of obtaining an ethical decision are grouped accordin~ 
to the nature of the process used in the decision and the tenets upon which 
the decision is based. Two classes of ethical systems most frequently used 
are: 
• Deonto1.ogical - founded on the discovery and confirmation of a set of 
morals or rules that govern the ethical dilenma to be resolved. 
Deontological systems include the theological ethical systems and are 
less fonnalized, yet equally principle based systems with a focus on 
right or wrong. 
• Teleological - these ethical systems include all systems that lack hard 
· and fast moral codes, but which seek the "greatest good" as the outcome 
of the art. Teleological systems focus on concern for efficiency and 
utility. 
t~ S-fcr~ , 
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ETHICAL THEORIES -
"Theory 
_Egoism -
DeontoZogy or Fonnalism -
UtiZitar>ianism -
ObZigation: beneficence and 
justice (Franksna.) -
Idea-Z. observer (Firth) -
Justice as fairness (Rai.JZs) -
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Right-Making Characteristics 
One should do what will promote his own 
greatest good. 
One should consider other features of an 
act or rule than just its consequences. 
One should consider greatest possible balance 
of happiness over unhappiness for the great-
est number - implies that good and evil can 
be measured and balanced in some way • 
One should consider rules and actions from 
the basis of principles of beneficence and 
justice as equality. 
One should consider actions and rules from 
a disinterested, dispassionate, omniprecipi-
ent, omniscient, consistent point of view . 
One should consider rules and actions from 
point of view of least advantaged in society.11 1 
ETHICS - a~e defined as the standards of conduct for reasons based on principles· 
derived from Greek word Ethos-originally meant customs, habitual usage, ' conduct and character • 
ETHICS - SITU.4TIONAL - the standard of the behavior is altered to fit the circum-stances . 
INFORMED CONB_ENT -_disclosure ot in!ormation that includes the warning of risks and 
the d1sc~s~1on of quandr1es 1n order to obtain a consent from the subject 
and/or a person acting on the subject's behalf . 
PROSUMER - a person involved in his or her personal health care. 
RIGHTS - have been defined a~ needs, interests, power~. claims and entitlements; 
~s P?Wers of.free action; as a noun and taken in the abstract sense, means 
Ju~ti~e, ethical correctness or consonance with the rules of law or the pr1nciple of morals . 
1Anne J. Davis and Mila Ann Aroskar. Ethical Dilenmas and Nursing Practice. 
New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, {1978) p. 28 • 
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NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
87 lmng Place, New York, N.Y. 10003, (212) 480-5990 
September 26, 1985 
ConaUtuent of The American 
NUl'lff ANocla11on 
TO: Councils, Committees and Task Forces 
Executive Committees, Clinical Practice and Functional Units 
Presidents and Executive Directors, Constituent District Nurses Associations 
FROM: Martha L. Orr, Executive Director 
I would like to take this opportunity to explain to you certain 
actions taken by the New York State Nurses Association Board of 
Directors in June and August 1985. The Voting Body of the 
Association will be asked to approve bylaw changes related to 
these actions during the convention in October. Since it is 
likely that you will be present for the Voting Body sessions, I 
believe it is of critical importance that you understand the proposed amendments. 
As you may know, questions were raised by the Second Circuit, 
u.s. Court of Appeals and the current National Labor Relations 
Board concerning the insulation of the Association's collective 
bargaining activities from actual or potential influence of 
statutory supervisors within the Association. While 
acknowledging that a multipurpose professional association may 
legitimately act as a colLective bargaining representative of its 
rank and file members, the Court and the current NLRB have, in 
the case of NYSNA, suggested a number of areas in which the 
Association, based on data from 1977-1981, is thought to be 
vulnerable. That incorrect interpretations of the Association's 
structure and functions were made is clear. Nonetheless, the 
Board of Directors has determined that protection of the 
eollective bargaining program from inappropriate litigation 
requires a plan for demonstrating the effective insulation of the program. 
; ._o}~~--.~. 
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'l'o this end, the Board of Directors has taken the fo~lowing 
actions: 
1. The Board adopted formal policies which address (a) the 
use of NYSNA legal counsel in matters of individual employment 
issues, (b) the obligation of Board members to refrain from 
participating in discussions of matters in which they may have an 
actual or potential conflict of interest. 
2. The Board has recommended that a new functional. unit be 
£ormed of nurses who provide direct nursing care. This unit will 
provide an opportunity for nurses in roles of direct care givers 
· to address issues pertinent to their practice and careers: e.g., 
career development and mobility, reimbursement methodologies and 
their impact on nursing practice and staffing models. 
3. The Board has authorized the Executive Director to form 
a task force to develop a plan to establish a delegate assembly 
composed of nurses in and elected by NYSNA collective bargaining 
units (CNPs) members. This assembly will provide an opportunity 
for NYSNA represented nurses to participate in a statewide body 
re1evant to their special needs. The assembly will increase the 
Association's ability and effectiveness in assisting nurses to 
advance their economic and genera1 welfare through CNP action. 
The task force will assist the Executive Director to formulate a 
plan for the elected assembly which will withstand any possible 
NLRB or court scrutiny of its structure and function. 
4. The Board has recommended to the Voting Body that the 
Council on Economic and General Welfare be dissolved. This 
action is deeply regretted, but is made necessary by the NLRB's 
and Court's continuing confusion and misinterpretation of the 
functions of this Council. The name similarity between the 
Council and the Economic and General Welfare Program has led to 
tbe erroneous conclusion that the Council has functional 
responsibil.ities in the Program. Although this has never been 
the case, the Board believes that it is necessary to remove this 
area of confusion. The commitment of the Association to its 
program of collectivebargiLu.ng .!:!. strong viable, and7s---rii 
!!2. way lessened.~~ necessity to .. structural change. 
In reality, it is a continued reaffirmation of our commitment to 
collective bargaining that prompts this action. 
These matters are complex and difficult, particularly since the 
l1LRB has provided no specific guidelines about the requirements · 
bel.ieved to be necessary for th.e conduct of a. collective 
bargaining program within a multi-purpose professional 
association. NYSNA and ANA legal counsel and staff have 
u~dertaken. an extensive analysis of all relevant court and NLRB 
decisions. The actions described in this letter have been 
recommended as appropriate and measured responses which preserve 
the integrity of both our collective bargaining program and the 
Association as a whole. 
NYSNA staff are prepared to discuss your particular concerns 
regarding any of these actions. I encourage each of you to 
engage in thoughtful consideration of these proposals and to 
discuss with us any concerns you may have. An open forum will be 
held just prior to the first Voting Body session for discussion 
of any remaining issues or concerns. Your understanding and 
support will be most appreciated. 
MLO:wmb 
cc: NYSNA Board of Directors 
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Cathryne A. Welch, Ed.D-. RN 
ExecutlYe Director 
Constituent of The American 
Nurses Association 
· TO: 
FROM: 
~EW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 Westem Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 458-5371 
May 25, 1983 
Eunice R. Cole, President, and Judith A. Ryan, Executive Director, 
· American Nurses' Association 
Billye J. Brown, President, and Marion I. Murphy, Executive Director, 
American Association of Colleges of Nursing 
M. Beatrice Goodwin, President, Council of Deans of Nursing, Senior 
Colleges and Universities in New York State 
Peggy Collins, Acting Executive Secretary, New York State Board for 
Nursing 
Deans/Directors, Schools of Nursing - Baccalaureate Degree, Associate 
Degree and Hospital Diploma Programs 
NYSNA Board of Directors 
NYSNA District Presidents and Executive Directors 
NYSNA Council on Nursing Education 
NYSNA Executive Committee, Functional Unit of Deans, Directors and 
Faculty, Nursing Education Programs 
Susan Fraley, President 
The Rew York State Nurses Association 
The Board of Directors, at its meeting of April 21-22, 1983, adopted the 
attached position. 
We urge you to act to discourage the development of any nursing education 
programs that are not academically sound. 
.Please contact The New York State Nurses Association should you t.rish further 
information. 
I 
NYSNA 1983 STATEMENT RE 
NURSING EDUCATION DEGREE PROGRAMS 
There is presently a widespread acknor.rledgment of and concern about 
the overall relaxation of education standards that occurred throughout the 
American system of education during the 1970's. During this period, the 
Board of Directors and membership of NYSNA voiced its alarm over this re-
laxation of standards by the Board of Regents of the University of the State 
of New York. The Regents had acted to allow hospitals to grant degrees to 
nurses. The New York State Nurses Association's Board of Directors opposed 
the Regent's policy and later headed off a movement to enable community 
colleges to grant bachelor's degrees to nurses. 
In spite of the public attention presently being given to a desperate 
need to upgrade standards throughout our entire educational system, new 
incidents of deep compromise in nursing education continue to occur. Colleges 
and hospitals are developing plans to grant degrees for completion of highly 
questionable programs. According to these plans, nurses will be segregated 
in hospitals for their education and subsequently be granted degrees from a 
local college. 
The position of The New York State Nurses Association is that valid 
baccalaureate nursing education exists only when institutions of higher 
education maintain complete control over the entire educational program. 
This includes: · 
application of uniform academic standards 
• faculty appointment, evaluation, promotion 
and tenure 
• curriculum and program review 
• uniform allocation of credit for all 
academic programs 
• uniform application of student rights and 
privileges including interaction with 
students in other disciplines 
• parity in program, administration and 
review 
• funding allocations and procedures con-
sistent with other programs in the 
academic instituion 
NYSNA deplores arrangements such as those between institutions of higher 
education and .service agencies that separate the nursing sequence of courses 
from other academic experiences. 
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2113 liESI EHlsAYENUE 
GUILDERLAND. NEll'YORIC 12'381 
PHONE C5181tS&&m 
CATHRYNE A. WELCH, EdD, RN 
EXECUTIVE DIRI.CTOR J'anuaxy 29 > · 1932 
TO: District Presidents and Executive Directors 
FROM: Cathryne A. Welch> Executive Director 
RE: Role of NYSNA Constituent District Nurses Associations in NYSSA 
Nomination and Election Procedures 
Last year questions were raised regarding the role of NYSNA Constituent District 
Nurses Associations in NYSNA Nomination and Election procedures. Tb.is matter was 
considered by the Committee to Review NYSNA Nomination and Election Procedures, 
established by the NYSNA Board of Directors. 
Based on analysis of constituent organizational relationships and guidance from 
legal counsel, the Committee concluded it is the right of NYSNA Constituent District 
Nurses Associations to: 
1. transmit to NYSNA the names of members eligible for nomination to various 
NYSNA positions; 
2. suggest the names of members eligible for nomination to various NYSNA 
positions; 
3. choose to endorse or not endorse individuals nominated for NYSNA elective 
positions; 
4. publicly report for informational purposes any nominations or endorsements 
in official communications to the members of the District Nurses Associa-
tion. 
The Board of Directors accepted the Committee's recommendation that this information 
be disseminated to NYSNA Constituer.t District Nurses Associations. 
Please note these are Pights .of NYSNA Constituent: District Nurses Associations; the 
decision regarding whether to exercise these rights rests with the individual 
District Nurses Association. Naturally> the NYSNA Board of Directoxs deeply appre-
ciates DNA assistance in encouraging eligible meu:bers to seek elective positions. 
Should you have any question or comment on this matter~ please contact me. 
cc: NYSNA Board of Directors 
NYSNA Nominating Comarl.ttee 
COlll8T,TUDIT o.- TtcE •IIUl,C•N NU ..... Asanc1•Y•OIII 
nw '!}art Stale nu.r~e,J Addodation 
2113 WESTERN AVENUE 
GUILDERLAND. NEW YORK 12084 
PHONE (518) 45s.9333 
CATHRYNE A. WELCH, &ID, RN 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
POSITION OF THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
OPPOSING 
PROMULGATION OF STAND.i\.RDS OF NURSING PRACTICE 
FOR REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL NURSES 
BY 
THE NEW YORK STATE BOARD FOR NURSING 
Approved by the 1981 NYSNA Voting Body 
Oatober 25, 1981 
In June 1981 the State Board for Nursing of New York State disseminated to selected 
individuals and agencies a draft document entitled Statement of Standards 0f Nursing 
Practice for Registered Professional Nurses. The transmittal accompanying the standards 
states "The Board takes the position that registered professional nurses practicing in 
this state shall be expected to incorporate these standards into their practice." 
Representatives of the State Board have reported that the Board utilized the American 
Nurses' Association Generic Standards of Nursing and the ANA Code for Nurses in the 
development of its standards, but these standards are neither quoted, referenced or 
reflected in the Board's document. 
Promulgation of standards for practice is clearly beyond the scope of competence and 
authority of the State Board for Nursing. The responsibility and authority for develop-
ment of these standards resides within the professional nursing organization, not within 
governmental regulatory and administrative bodies. Moreover, this responsibility has 
been admirably executed by the American Nurses' Association through promulgation and 
wide dissemination of generic and specialty standards of practice and the Code for Nurses. 
State and District Nurses Associations have publicized, promoted and interpreted these 
standards and urged their application by nurses and support by non-nurses. 
The State Board for Nursing's action is an unwelcome and unwarranted intrusion in the 
affairs ~f the nursing profession. It will surely confuse the public, other health care 
providers, health care agencies and, undoubtedly, even some nurses. It is a wasteful use 
of apparently scarce resources which the Board for Nursing and the State Education Depart-
ment would be well advised to direct toward proper but currently ineffectively handled 
administrative operations - i.e., selection of adequate testing sites for nursing licensure 
examinations, processing of licensing and registration requests, dissemination of nursing 
statutes and regulations and disposition of professional conduct proceedings. In short, 
State Board for Nursing promulgation of nursing standards ill serves the public as well 
as the profession. 
The New York State Nurses Association rejects the proposed Statement of Standards of 
Nursing Practice for Registered Professional Nurses and urges their rejection by the 
nursing community, health care agencies and the public. Further, the New York State Nurses 
Association pledges renewed efforts to disseminate, interpret and urge application of the 
profession's legitimate and proper standards enunciated by the professioal nursing 
organization. 
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EVOLUTION 
THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
AD HOC COMMITl'EE TO DEVELOP STRATEGIES FOR ENACTING THE 
ENTRY INTO PRACTICE PROPOSAL 
BACKGROUND PAPER ON ENTRY INTO PRA~ICE 
#7B 
lhe concept of the baccalaureat:e degree as a requirement for ent:ry into professional 
nursing pract:ice became embodied in official posit:ion statements of the American 
Nurses' Associat:ion and the New York Stace Nurses Association during the 1960 's. These 
now well-known position statements were "Educational Preparation for Nurse Practi-
tioners and Assistants to Nurses: A Position Paper" (ANA, 1965) and "Blueprint for 
the Education of Nurses in New York State" (NYSNA, 1966). The positions, perceived by 
some as revo1utionary, actually culminated fromwe11 documented studies published over 
the previous forty-year period. 
The proposed educational requirement, bachelor's degree preparation in nursing for 
entry int:o professional practice, recognizes the knowledge base essential for quality 
nursing care given present day advancement in science, technology and health care. 
Following the adoption of the "Blueprint," NYSNA successfully introduced and in 197'2 
obtained passage of legislation revising New York's Nurse Practice Act. The defini-
tion of nursing contained in the revised Nurse Practice Act provided impetus to make 
the baccalaureate degree requirement for entry into practice a reality. From 1972-
1975, NYSNA sponsored workshops, forums and publications focusing on strategies for 
its implementation. The 1975 NYSNA Voting Body adopted a legislative proposal 
identifying two distinct licensed nursing careers lrlth separate definitions and titles. 
One (the professional career) requires a bachelor's degree in nursing for licensure 
and one (the technical career) requires an associate degree in nursing for licensure. 
The legislative proposal contains a provision for protection of practitioners licensed 
prior to the effective date of the new requirements. 
In 1976 and every subsequent year NYSNA's bill has been introduced into the legislature. 
Concurrently NYSNA groups developed guidelines to as~ist teachers and practitioners of 
nursing to adapt to the proposed new requirements. In spite of these efforts, the 
legislative proposal has remained in legislative committees. Widespread support 
among many nurses and the unwavering stance of the professional association have been 
countered by opposition by some other nurses and nursing groups. 
Two significant sources of opposition are fear among licensed RNs and LPNs that their 
status as employees would be jeopardized by the new requirements and fear among some 
nursing educators of the adjustments that accommodation to the new system would require. 
Although opposition has risen from other quarters and over other aspects of the proposal, 
these two sources of opposition have been significant. 
Some of the more specific objections often voiced and relevant counters to those 
objections include: 
1) Nu:Psina Pmctice/SeP'IJice 
a) Closing diploma schools of nursing 
decreases a community's avatiable 
nurse manpower pool. 
a) Eleven states have no diploma schools. 
Three cities in New York with no 
remaining diploma schools are Binghamton, 
Rochester and Watertown. None of these 
areas has been known for nursing shortage. 
-2- • 
b) Grandfat:hering RNs and LPNs to the 
tide of "Hurse' and "Associate 
Nurse" will not insure· their jobs 
in the future. · 
c) Ihe current LPN provides a much 
needed health care service. 
d) Enacti.ng this legislation ~-1.ll 
inhibit interstate 1110b1lity of 
nurses wishing to 1110Ve to and 
from New York State. 
2) l'lursing 'Education 
a) There are not enough bac~alaureate 
nursing programs in New York State 
t:o accommodate those desiring pro-
fessional nursing education. 
b) 'rhere will. be d111linished access to 
schools of nursing by the educa-
tionally and/or economically 
disadvantaged (including k~,...,J~,,. t~ ... , I_,.; 
' ' u <1,.f•'". minorities) with the closing of 
· LPN and diploma RN programs. 
c) Associate degree education is a 
legitimate preparation for 
professional. Ii.censure. 
b) Grandfathering wil1 insure 
continued current: licensure at 
the same level. This is a critical 
aspect of job insurance. Individual 
competent nursing practice is, in 
very large measure, in the hands of 
the individual practitioner. 
c) LPNs have provided and continue to 
provide valuable patient care services. 
The new proposal will insure that 
this continues by building nursing 
courses on stronger science base. 
d) Forty-two states are actively 
working on similar proposals. 
!.!censure requirements already vary 
somewhat among states. Historically, 
when significant changes occur, they 
do not take place in all states at 
once, but occur in rapid succession. 
Regulations designed to facilitate 
accommodation and reduce hardship 
normally are put into place. 
a) Over the past 10 years, 11 new programs 
were initiated solely to provide 
diploma and AD nursing graduates with 
opportunities to earn bachelor's 
degrees in nursing. Nursing educa-
tion has demonstrated tremendous 
flexibility over many years to meet 
need and.demand. 
-•· 
Qv_~~·_,,, ls .:•.fJ:'~1-.~,-'/,J_.,:,.J.;_. 
b} Training in'skifls of reading, verbal 
expression and numerical quantifica-
tion is of greater use than vocational 
training for careers which do not 
permit advancement and may be obsolete 
before tha individual reaches retire-
ment age. 
c) Associate degree programs do not 
purport to prepare nurses for profes-
sional practice. Absence of a legal 
distinction between AD and BS 
graduates results in misutilization,. 
costly competition and false 
expectations. 
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d) Graduates of associate degree and d) Associate degree and bachelor's 
bachelor's degree nursing programs degree programs have deemphasized 
are less skillful in nursing procedure training in favor of 
procedures than graduates of LPN academic work.needed to employ 
and hospital diploma programs. problem so1ving in patient care. 
Burgeoning technology will ~able 
these programs to teach both problem 
solving and procedures more 
efficiently than ever. Furthexmore,. 
AD and BS prepared nurses have 
repeat:edly demonstrated high levels 
of performance including use of 
procedures after 6-12 months on the job. 
e) Associate degree education for e} Associate degree education for nursing 
nursing will be downgraded. will be more clearly focused and 
efficient. AD graduates will have their 
own identity, special skills and value. 
f) College and university prerared f) There is widespread agreement that 
nurses will demand higher salaries, nurses' salaries are too low regard-
thereby increasing costs of health less of their individual educational 
care. preparation. Salaries should and 
probably will go up regardless of 
legislative action. 
g) Nursing education should provide g) The proposal promotes genuine carel!t: 
opportunity for career mobility. mobility through improvement in 
uniformity of nursing education and 
opportunity for transfer of credit. 
PEOGRESS 
Advocac! of this legislative_proposal for entry into practice has resulted in open 
disc~sion and polarization in the nursing community on the issue of educationa1 
reqw.rements for licensure. While advocates of the proposal view its enactment 
an increasingly crit_ical need, substantial numbers of nurses continue to O se 
Legislators and interested representatives of the public are influenced byp:is • 
continuing debate and division within the nursing profession. Although break-
throughs in technology and innovations in health care ever widen the gap between 
nurses prepared at different levels (for the same license)~ acceptance of bonafide 
professional education for nursing is not yet widespread within id · . or out:s e nursing. 
Many more groups have formally indicated opposition to the proposal than have 
spoken for support. 
Numl)era of Groups {Other than SNAsJ ForrrrilZy Indica:ting a 
Stand on NYSNA 's Entry Into l'ract;ice Proposal (291,I - a-esent) 
-
STAND 
On the on the 
Tgpe of Concept Proansal 
GroUD For Aaainst:. For A-•-
Nursing 7 3 8 16 
Non Nursing l 5 2 11 
TOTALS 8 8 10 Tl 
1983 marks· the bill.a .. eigb.1:h year in t:be 
as .. :a·heaith .care and aocial•••issue by: leg 
increase ui ·die,number of spcn:isors of.th by it:s,ad.· . · .. · " .. . .. · · •··. ·. . . 
0 .. 
.. STATUS OF !l.lVEMENT TOWAR» IRE PROPOSAL 
BY. ANA AND .CONSTITUENT SNAs 
• ~·42 SNAs are 1n supporc of &"iA educational positi011 
.~19 s1:ates have statewide plans 
•• 8.sta~es are.developing statewide plans 
42 SNA.s in Support ofANA Edwationa.1, Position 
.Arizona 
California 
Colorado 
Connecticut 
Florida 
Hawaii 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana. 
Maine 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Missouri 
Montana 
Nevada 
New·Hampsbire 
New Mexico 
New York 
North Carolina 
North Dakota 
19 States trJi-th Sta-tetiJide Plans 
. California 
Colorado 
Illinois 
.Indiana 
Kansas 
Louisiana 
Maine 
Minnesota 
Missouri 
NewYork 
North Dakota 
Ohio 
Oklahoma. 
·Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
Utah 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin 
Ohio· 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
South Dakota 
Tennessee. 
Utah 
Vermont 
Virginia 
Washington 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin 
a···states Developing ·stat<Mi,de Plans 
. # 
Alabama 
Arizona 
Connecticut 
Maryland 
Miclrl.gan 
Tennessee. 
Washington· 
Wyoming··. 
.. • ·•· t:ban .··part:icul.a.r 
Originating ActJ.vitles 
1923-19$ 
111810 
lffl --... ,~ •. 
COl!alff QIU.HI Ult-
CATI ..... .a,-. .. 
19 WUT • IIIUliiAllt • 
..SlllliSODOI.SATlWE 
lllt-can,lll. • • 
1"8 CIIIZIPC. EU • 
COIIITIIE m 1111 AaCTt• ,..,. .. __ _ 
1'" ..... ESlllPL.• 
1111151• Fla 1IIE FUTIIIII ••• 
1,Zl-3' IIIICISS. MY • 
01111'1& • SMlt• OF 
.-SI• SOIIIIILS ••• 
1,ZJ ----. JIISEPIUIIE 
CGIIIIIT1tt Nil 'fll[ $1111r 
OF .-Slllli OUCATla ••• 
1960-1966 
1!66 • ars•'-s ADDI IIIIUSE 
COIIFEUIICE 1'0 STI!Dr 
..SIC EIUCAflCII 
1'6Z-1'6' - lll'SIM"S SPECIAL 
CGl9tlTTUS n, S?Vff 
MA1 SCO.Un.ut 
POSITlml PAPERS 
1"6 • IIYSM • A IUll,a1.-r FD& 
._ EWCATIN OF 
iatsES 
• ._ • ~lfl- P.VO 
"'° • MA - G!IAl. TIIIEE 
,,., - nsa•s Sl'lCUll. a'JllltntE 
· fttSlwr·'lllt~·PMCTICE 
-er 
Entry 
Into 
IN 
NEWIDRK 
1972 
LEGAL DEFl•ITION OF IMISlNG 
, REVISED 
1: ''/-' :.•5 
••• OIM;IIOSIIIG MD TIIEATIIIG IUWI 
USPIIIISES 10 ACTUAl Oil POTBITIAL 
KEAi.tit P1101U"5 ll!AOUGII SUCH 
SWICES AS 1.ASEFIIIOIIIG 0 MEAUM 
ruatl11G 0 IIEAllll Clb!SELIIIG A1111 
PIIOIISIU. OF CAI£ SUl'PllltTIYE TO 
OIi IIIESlOUTJVE OF LIFE MO WELL 
IEIIIG. (Article 13,. Tl tie YI II, 
IIYS Educatl1111 Lat) 
PUILICAtlCII: 
"PlllORITIES HEl'AUTICII FOi 
•ucna." 1llE IITSIIA 
oa MSIIIG EDUCATICII (Pnparetl 
1tJ C-11 11ft lhl"illt EtlucatlOII, 
App""" lay die loard, J- 16, 
1,121 • 
1974 
VOTIIIG IOU'I' RESOL'1fl09t 
''lffSIIA !IBflOI' A PlM FOil 
t.!;TAIIUSl!IIC IY 1,as nit 
IIICClllJIUlltATE DCGIIH Ill 
111151111. AS A lttQOI ll[Jl[Jtf FOIi 
LIC!IISll'!f AS A lttGISftl!tD 
l•ltOFUS IOIIAl. IIOltSt"' 
... ._ _________ __. 
Implementing .Aotivities 
1975 
1975 • SP£Cl~L C:111911ffl£ 10 
SlllOY 11111$£ PRACTICE 
ACT 
19,S • H0£11 NGUSE C011r£1l£11C£ 
1915 - WIATT HIIIISE CONFEREIICt 
1,7S • STATtW111£ FORll'IS 
1.EGISLATlVE PROPOSAL 
AllOPTCD BY VOTING BODY 
I. tvO DI STIIICT CARtEIIS 
Z. 1W TITUS MD 11£FIIIITIONS 
J. EllUCATIOIIAL IIE'lUIIIOl£llTS FOil 
1W CAREERS 
•• PllOT[CTION OF INOIVICUALS 
CUltRlllTLY LIC£11S£D 
1976-1983 
BILL INTRODUC£D 
INTO 
l£6!SLATURE 
EDUCATION I ~~VERSIES AND 
GISLATIYE ACTION ..._ _____ __,. • SEtt'MD CAIIEEII PATTUII 
- STATEWIDE FOIUIS • Tl 11.E Of SECOIIO CAll££1! 
• LEGISLATIVE WORllSlll)l'S - PIIOltCTI«. OF INDIVIIIU,IILS 
ALIIEAO'f llCEIISEO 
• LOIIY DAYS 
• CLIIICAC. SKILLS rl£PIIMTICIII 
SUBcotttlmEs 
CURRICULIII WORKSHOPS 
TASI FOJICE STIJDIES 
I. IEHAVIOUI. IJIJTC011ES 
2 • ......... TMIIS I rt• 
J. l'IIIIFESSIOIIA«, PIIACJICl 
•EDS OF 111$ . 
EN'lRY mro PRACTICE 
CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OFGROIJPS.KNOWN TO HAVE RECORDED 
SUPPORt AND·OPPOSITION 
1965, 1978 
1976 
1976~ 1977 
1978 
1979 
1982 
1982 
1982 
I 
Support; foP the Concept of Requ.ir-ing the 
BaDcaUll.lPeate Degree in NUl'sing foz, 
Entry Into 'PPaoti.ce 
American Nurses' Association 
National Student Nurses' Association 
National League for Nursing Council of 
Baccalaureate and Higher Degree Programs 
South Carolina Hospita1 Association and the 
Association's Society of Nursing Service 
Administrators (implement 1990) 
Association of Operating Room Nurses, Inc. 
American Association of Critical Care 
Nurses 
National Commission on Nursing 
National League for Nursing 
II 
Suppo-zat foP NYSNA 's Entzay Into I'Pactice LegisZa:tive I'raposa"l 
1976 
1977 
19·77, 1978 
1978 
1978, 1979, 1981, 1982 
1978 
1978 
1978 
1978 
1979 
1979 
1979 
1979 
1979 
1979 
1979 
Oregon Nurses Association 
Nassau Community College (35 faculty members) 
Nursing Students Association of New York State 
American Nurses' Association Board of Directors 
Deans and Directors of Nursing of Greater New York 
Executive Council of Nursing Practitioners of 
New York City Health and Hospitals Corporation 
National Hemophilia Foundation 
Association of Operating R:>om Nurses 
Licensed Practical Nurses and Technicians of 
New York, Inc. SEIO Local 721 AFL-CIO 
Civil Service Employees Association~ Inc. 
Ulster County Community College (5 faculty 
members signed) 
Nurses for '83 
Colorado Nurses Association 
Iowa Nurses Association 
New Jersey State Nurses Association 
Wisconsin Nurses Association 
III 
Oppositum to the Conaept of Requ.i"Pi:ng 
the Bacaa'Z.au.Pea:t;e Deg.res in Nursing Bef ozae Entry Into F'ra<,tice 
1976 
1976 
1976 
American Hospital Association, Assembly 
of Hospital Schools of Nursing 
American Medical Association House of 
Delegates 
National League for Nursing, Council of 
Diploma Programs 
1977 
1978 
1978-79 
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Nat:ional League for Nursing Convention 
·· · · · Ra.tional League for Nursing Council of 
' .·Associate Degree Programs 
Texas_. Associati. on of Post_-Secondary . . 
Occupational Education Administrators 
American Federation•of Teachers, AFL-CIO 
•National Blaclt_Nurses Association, Inc. 
Nat:i.onal·Advisory Council on Vocational 
Education . . 
o;~~i.§-ti 
J~,~~:~1iif.il 
.. .. ... 
. . . . . IV . 
Opposinon for NYSNA.' s Entry Into Practice , 
Legi.BZative Proposat 
1976 
1977, 1979 
1981 
1976, 1977 
-1976, 1977 ... 1979 
1976 
·1976 
1976, 1977, 1982-83 
1976 
1976 
· 1977 
1979. 
1979, 
Concerned Nurses Association 
New York State Associate Degree Nursing 
Cowicil, Inc. 
Association.of Presidents of Public 
Community Colleges of New York State 
The American Association of Community and 
Junior.Colleges 
New York State Health Occupation Educators 
Association 
New York State Council of Hospital Schools of 
Professional Nursing 
N.U.R.S.E.S., Nurses United for a Realistic 
System of Education and Service 
BOCES, Herkimer County 
SAIN {Society for Advancement in Nursing) 
Dodge Vocational High School {10 teachers) 
Yashington Irving High School (coordinator 
and 5 additional names) 
State University of New York at Alfred School 
of Allied Health Technologies (Robert Love, Dean) 
Empire State Nurses 
Albany Medical. Center School of Nursing 
(Marie Treutler. Director) 
Crouse Irving Memorial Hospital School of 
Nursing. Syracuse (Betty Coe; Director) 
St. Vincent's Hospital and Medical Center of 
New York (Sister Evelyn Schneider, President) 
St. Vincent's Hospital School of Nursing 
(Sister Mary Robert Nagle, Director) 
National Leagut= for Nursing, New York 
National Association of Practical Nurse 
Education and.Service, Inc. 
New. York State Licensed Practical Nurse 
Association, Inc. 
BOCES, Monroe County (District Superintendant) 
23State Hospital Associations including 
Hospital Association of New York State 
Spring Valley Branch, National Association for 
· · the Advancement of Colored People · 
R.N.A. : (Registered Nurse in Action, Inc.) · 
•···•. Central New .... York. ·Hospital· Association_.Nursing 
Service Directors · · · 
. . . 
1979, 1981 
·19ao 
1981 
JF:wmb 
4/20/83 
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Council of Practical Nurse Programs of 
New York State 
N.U.R.S.E.S., Nurses United for a 
Realistic System of Education and Service 
Dodge Vocational High School, Clara Barton 
Vocational High School and Mabel Dean Bacon 
.Vocational High School (3 principals were 
named·on memorandum) 
.. 
NAL ANO CHI.LO -HEALTH NURSI 
Statement on A'bortion 
-Endorsed by 
NYSNA Cou:ncit on Ethical Practice~ 1/26/79 
The rights and responsibilities of both ·clients/patients and of nurses are philo-
sophical and ethical issues. The American.Nurses' Association gives due considera-
tion to both the needs and the rights of clients/patients and of the nurse. 
· PATIENTS' RIGHTS .. 
· Women have individual rights tu decide if they will bear a child and under the law 
may decide to have a legal abortion. Women also have the right to information re-
garding alterna.tives.* The patient who chooses to have a legal abortion has a right 
to competents supportative care both physical and psychological. The nursing profes-
sion accepts the obligation of providing competent nursing care as a major responsi~ 
· bility. The patient who chooses to have a legal abortion has a right to freedom from 
imposition of other's beliefs or judgmental attitudes. The patient who chooses to 
have a legal abortion has a right to information and counseling in an environment 
where there is mutual trust and personalized care before, during and after .the 
abortion is performed. The patient who chooses to have a legal abortion has a 
right to receive care in an environment which provides privacy with specific nursing 
· expertbe. 
NORSES '· RIGB:fS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
The nurse has a right to her own moral, ethical and religious beliefs. She has a 
responsibility to give good care without imposing her own persona_l belief on patients 
who chose to abort. The nurse has a right except in an emergency situation where 
the patient's needs will not allow for substitution, to refuse to participate in a 
voluntary interruption of pregnancy. She further has a right not to be subjected to 
coercion., censure or to discipline for reasons of such refusal. The nurse has a. 
right and responsibility to seek employment in areas where she will not be assigned 
the care of women choosing abortions. The nurse has a responsibility to give the 
.patient objective information and provide access to resources befores during and 
after a voluntary interruption of pregnancy. The nurse has a right to an educational 
preparation which will enable her to meet the .emotional, physical and psychological 
need of women who are considering having, or have had a voluntary interruption of 
pregnancy. The nurse has a responsibility to avail herself of the opportunity to 
obtain this education. 
- - ' .. · . 
. . 
Adopted by ~, . .-_ ·. . . . · · . 
7 
• 
·A······.· · .. , TM£" A9Q&TION · ISSUJ: 
Due to increased legislative activity conceming the 19.70 liberalized 
abortion law, NYSNA wishes to reaffirm its position on this matter~ 
In 1970, NYSNA endorsed total repeal of the abortion law, not reform 
of the law. This position was based on the belief that abortion is a 
moral, rather than social or health issue. 
I 
In addition, NYSNA supported the law passed in 1971 (A-1781 Wemple)) 
protecting the rights of those who refuse to participate in any ni)er,3-
tion which is contrary to their religious beliefs or consciencr-. 
The £allowing guidelines are offered: 
1. In recognition of an equal right to privacy and personal 
dignity, no patient should be subjected to prejudicial 
attitudes or undue pressure on the part of nurses regard-
ing her indivio_ual decision on abortion. 
2. No individual patient or group of patienLs should be left 
unattended or uncared for in any stage of an abortion~1l " 
procedure. All efforts should be made by health adminis-
trators to provide the patient with .the services of rey; s-
tered nurses who do. not object .to the concept of abortion. 
3. Registered nurses who object to participating in aborli~nal 
procedures should make this fact known, in writing, tc• thei·r 
employers as soon as possible. 
4. Caring for the patient before or after an abcrtional I ro-
cedure is not regarded as participating in an abortional 
procedure. 
5. Registered nurses who object to direct counseling of the 
patient seeking nbortion should refer the patient to r':,• 
aqency or dcpa rt "@·1t. where counselinc_t c::m be obtain,:• .. : . 
.. 
- ''-e--f fr l" o "'- tl 5 J\I fl: L eel\ ,-o\c/f.\JL. 
4..; \'i .. - ,.,,... f' ',)... 1 ·;, 'b "'B JJo • \'2-
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'!LUI Y,,,l State nU.,.d~ Addocialion .. 
CATHRYNE A. WELCH, RN, &so 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
TO: NYSNA lloard of Directors · · 
FROM: Cathryne A. Welch, Executive Director . 
2113 WESTERN AVENUE 
GUILDERLAND, NEW YORK 12084 
PHONE (518)456-9333 
January 21, 1981 
CONFIDENTIAL; NOT FOR DUPLICATION. 
OR DISTRIBUTION IN ANY FORM 
1117 
Enclosed for your information is a confidential copy of the "Decision of 
the American Nurses' Association Board of Directors Concerning Questions 
of Law or Procedure Involved in Disciplinary Proceedings Conducted by the 
California Nurses' Association." As you are aware the Board of Directors 
at its September 1980 meeting requested the NYSNA Committee on Bylaws to 
review the merits of establishing a mechanism for recall of officers in 
the event of failure to execute responsibilities of the office and, should. 
it deem such a mechanism necessary and appropriate, to recommend methods 
for establishing that mechanism. In light of this and the inevitable 
implications of the ANA and CNA actions - I believe you will find this 
document useful. I will make every effort to assemble additional informa-. 
tion on the CNA disciplinary action to insure full understanding of the 
facts of this matter. 
Thank you for your cooperation in respecting the confidentiality of this 
· document. · 
CAV:wmb 
American Nurses' Association,.Inc. 
2420 Pershing Boad. Ka~eas City. Missouri 84108 
Barbara L Nichols. M.S .• A.N. 
Prf!SJ<tent 
Myrtle K. Aydelotte. Ph.D .. R.N .. F.AA.N. 
Exec:mve Orrector 
January IO, 1981 
Donna Ver Steeg, R.N. 
President 
California Nurses' Association 
790 Market Street 
San Francisco, California 94102 
Gerald I. Somner 
Legal Assistant to the President 
Service Employees International 
Union AFL-CIO, CLC 
2020 K. Street, N.W. 
Washington, O.C. 20006 
Dear Ms. Ver Steeg and Mr. Sonmer: 
(818) 474-5720 . j 
Cabl~s l 
Ame,-nurses U SA .J 
~Office 
t030 15th Slteet N. W. 
WastnnglOn. O,C. 20005 
1202)296-aotO 
Enc1osed please find a copy of the "Decision of the hnerican Nurses' 
Association Board of Directors C~ncerning Questions of La~ or ~rocedure. 
Involved in Disciplinary Proceedmgs Conducted by the Cal1forn1a Nurses 
Association". 
- Very truly yours, 
/'1 /- . ~' .v L,_\..4.,'. ~. 
Barbara Nichols 
President 
BLN:njh 
Enclosure 
. 
. Decision of the Ameri1~an Nurses' Association I) r;rv1'{ 
Board of Directors Concerning Questions CJ l, 
af Law or Procedure Involved in Disciplinary .vi 
Proceedings Conducted by the California Nurses• v 
· Association "')11JJI 
This matter concerns a review by the ANA Board of Directors of questions 
of law or procedure arising out of disciplinary hearings conducted by 
the California Nurses' Association. The ANA Bylaws, Article II, 
Section 4a provide: 
"Members shall be subject to censure or expu1 sion by the associ-
ation for violation of the Code for Nurses as established by 
MA or for violation of the bylaws of the association. No such 
action shall be taken against a member until such member shall 
have been served with written specific charges, given a reason-
able time to prepare a defense and offered an opportunity for 
a full and fair hearing. Expulsion from an SNA or its District 
Nurses' Association, hereinafter referred to as ONA. shall re-
sult in expulsion from ANA upon certification thereof by the 
SNA to ANA. If there is no provision for an appeal within the 
SNA~ the member may, within 90 days after notification of such 
action, request the ANA Board to review any question of law or 
procedure involved therein. 11 
On March 14, 1980 ANA received from the California Nurses' Association a 
certified copy of resolutions adopted by CNA on February 2-3, 1980, 
whereby ANA was notified that association members •,rere disciplined as 
follows: 
Expulsion from membership: 
. Suspension from membership 
. for four years: 
Matt Boden 
Mary Marston 
Sherry Minson 
Mike Smith 
Frances Spector 
Judy Spelman 
Laurie Ventresca 
Sharon Brown 
Katherine Gottfried 
Grace Rico-Pena 
Dan Shaeffer 
Suspens fan from membership Kristine Ei senhaure 
until June 1. 1982: ·Marta Johnson 
·. <.:c1arita•Ramos. 
·.·.,:.,/\Christy .Shepa'l".(i 
- :, ·: ~--·-: . . . 
. ... ·.··, .... 
. •.:·'i., .. -< 
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On April 25, 1980 ANA received a copy of a letter dated Apri1 21, 1980 
from William Cannan, attorney at law, stating that he represented members 
of CNA against whom discipline was imposed, and that the members were. 
requesting the ANA Board of OirectQrs to review questions of law or pro-
cedure involved in the imposition of discipline against them. Those 
members listed in Mr. Connan's 1etter as requesting review include all 
15 members identified in the resolutions forwarded to ANA by CNA, and 
three members not identified in the resolutions --Cannan Delabarre, 
Janice Poach, and Eileen Prendeville.* 
On August 1, 1980 ANA received a copy of a letter dated July 28, 1980 
from Gerald I. Sonmer, Legal Assistant to the President, Service Employees 
International Union AFL-CIO, CLC, stating that he represented the disci-
plined members identified in Mr. Connan's letter dated Apric 21, 1980. 
ihe board determined that the obligation of the board pursuant to Article 
II, Section 4a, of the ANA Bylaws to review questions of law or procedure 
involved in the CNA disciplinary proceedings of February 2-3> 1980 was 
invoked in that the disciplined members ma.de a timely request for review 
and there was no provision for an appea1 within CNA of the discipline 
which was imposed. By letter dated May 15> 1980 ANA requested CNA and the 
representative of the disciplined members to submit statements and materials 
relating to questions of law or procedure involved in the disciplinary 
proceedings. Both CNA and the representative of the disciplined members 
submitted materials, including a transcript of the discipiinary 
hearings. The materials submitted by each were shared with th~ other 
prior to the board's review. 
On December 12. 1980 the ANA Board of Directors met in executive session 
to conduct the review ... The disciplined members were represented at the 
review by Mr. Somner and Ms. Minson. CNA was represented at the review 
by CNA President Donna Ver Steeg and Duane B. Beeson, attorney at law. 
As part of the review, the representatives of the disciplined members and 
CNA presented arguments to the board and responded to questions from the 
board. after which the representatives were excused and the board 
deliberated 1nd rendered its decision. 
• Materials submitted by CNA show that Delabarre and Poach were disciplined 
pursuant to action taken by CNA on February 2-3, 1980. Delabarre was 
suspended for four years, but the suspension was stayed on the condition 
that she not be a candidate for office, participate as a member of any 
co11111ittee or hold any official position within CNA during the four-year 
period. Poach was severely reprimanded and prohibited until June l, 1982 
from serving on any negotiating team or conmittee in connection with the 
negotiation of collective bargaining agreements for CNA. The board finds 
that the discipline imposed upon Delabarre and ?oach is under review in 
this matter. Prendeville was not disciplined oursuant to CNA action taken 
on February 2-3. 1980 and she was informed by CAA that "you will be notified 
of the scheduling of a hearing on the charges against you at a future date11 • 
T'1e board finds that since no discipline was imoosed on Prendeville, her 
case is not under rev1ew in this matter. 
- ANA Board member Caope Eudy is a member ~f :.,A and took no part in the 
review in order to avoid the appearance of :ortfl ic! ~f interest. 
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* * * 
The disciplined members contend that they were denied a fair·hearing and 
that the discipline imposed upon them was unlawful for three reasons. 
First. the disciplined members argue that they were denied the procedural 
safeguards to which members of labor organizations are entitled pursuant 
to the Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act, sec. lOl{a)(S).* 
In support of their argtanent. the disciplined members cite nine instances 
in which they allege that rights guaranteed them by the LMRDA were 
violated: 
- The letters to the disciplined members which set forth the 
charges did not state how or why the activities alleged vio-
lated the CNA Bylaws; therefore, the charges did not provide 
the infonnation needed to conduct a meaningful investigation 
and prepare a defense. 
- A reasonable time to prepare a defense ·~snot afforded. 
- The disciplined members were not allowed to be reoresented at 
the hearings by attorneys who were not memoer-s of C:'iA. 
- The letters which set for"..h the charges stated that the hearings 
would be governed by Robert's Rules of Order; at the hearings, the 
disciplined members were advised thatthe nearinas ~u1d be con-
ducted pursuant to nine ground rules adopted by the CNA Soard of 
Directors. 
- Copies of the CNA Byla~s were not provided to some disciplined 
members and/or their representatives when they requested copies 
from the CNA offices. 
- The presiding officer wou1d not a l1ow the disciplined members to 
call witnesses on their behalf unless the disciplined member could 
show to the satisfaction of the presiding officer that the testi-
mony would be relevant to the charges. The disciplined members 
were not pennitted to call witnesses to show that their conduct 
did not violate the CNA Bylaws, nor were they pennitted to call 
witnesses to show that CNA staff had a?iegedly engaged in con-
duct similar to the conduct for which charges had been brought 
against the disciplined members. 
- The CNA member who brought the charges consulted with the 
presiding officer about the cnarges prior to tt1e charges 
being filed. 
* "No member of any labor organizatfon may ce fined, sus;:ended, expelled, 
or otherwise disciplined except for ~onpayment of dues by such organization 
or by any officer thereof unless sucn member has been (A) served ~itn 
written spec~fic charges; {3} given a r-easonable time to PN!Pare i defense; 
(C} afforded a. full and ~air f1earing. 11 
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- One member of the CNA Board, the panel which conducted the 
hearings, previously sent a letter to some of the disciplined 
members requesting that they resign their CNA membersh·ip . 
because of the same activiti~s which were under consideration 
at the disciplinary hearings. 
- The CNA member who filed the charges had no first-hand 
knowledge of the activities with which the disciplined members 
were charged, and the presiding officer refused to require the 
two persons who supplied infonnation to the charging member to 
testify. 
Second, the disciplined members argue that the CNA Bylaws do not prohibit 
the type of activities with which the disciplined members were charged, 
and CNA offered no evidence at the hearings to show that the charged 
activities violated the CNA Bylaws; therefore, the disciplined members 
could not have been found guilty of violating the CNA Bylaws. 
Third, the disciplined members argue that the CNA Board of Directors should 
not have been the panel which conducted the hearings because some members 
of the board are supervisors and as such should not rule on the disciplining 
of CNA members who are in bargaining units and may be employees under their 
supervision. 
Analysis of the arguments of the disciplined members requires consideration 
of the charges which were brought against them and of which they were ~ound 
guilty. The following letter* was sent to each of the disciplined members: 
''It has been brought to my attention by Nonna Severson. Chair, 
Economic and General Welfare Conmission, that as a member of 
the California Nurses• Association you are not carrying out 
the purposes of the Association." 
nvou have been accused of actively participating in and sup-
porting an organizational drive to eliminate the California 
Nurses• Association as the collective bargaining representative 
of registered nurses in certain hospitals in the San Francisco 
Bay Area. This activity is alleged to violate your member-
ship obligations in the California Nurses' Association as 
expressed in the following provisions of the CNA Bylaws: 
Article II, Section 1 and Section 2(C} and (I); Article VIII, 
Section 9(8); and Article IX, Section 5(0){2}." 
* The copy of the letter sent to Brown, Smith, Spector, Spelman and Ven-
tresca :ontained an additional phrase at the end of the second paragraph 
"Also Article X, Section 4(8). 11 The copy of the letter sent to Delabarre, 
Eisenhaure, Marston, Poach, Ramos, and Rico-Pena contained an additional 
paragraph between paragraphs oo and three -- ".~cordingly. I a'!I requesting 
a special board ineeting to hear these charges and provide you w1~h the 
opportunity to M!spond pursuant to Article III, Sectio~ 2_0 ~f the CNA 
Bylaws." Tlle c:,oy ~f the letter sent to some of the disciplined members 
contained different times for the hearing referenced in ,aragrapn three; 
all of the ,earings were set for one of four times -- Saturday, ~ebruar-1 2, 
1980 at 10:JO a.m. or 2:00 p.m.; Sunday, February 3, 1980 at 10:00 a.m. or 
2:00 p.:t. 
..d _ .. 
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"The ":nedy that has be~n ~quested by your accuser is inmediate 
exp~lsion from membership 1n the Association as orovided in 
Article III, Section 2 C. A full and fair h~aring will ·take 
p~ace on Saturday, February 2,-1980 at 10:00 a.m. at the Plaza· · 
Airport Inn, 401 E. Millbrae Avenue., Millbrae." 
11That hearing__ will be ~ove~ed by Roberts Rules of Order, 
~h~p~r 10 Lsifj, Sect10~ Offenses Elsewhere Than in a Meeting· 
t~!as~~rd~ per that section, this will be an executive ;ession'of 
T~os~ P!'Ovisions of the CNA Bylaws referred to in the letters to the 
d1scipl1ned members are as follows: 
"Article II. Purpose and Objectives 
Section 1. Purpose 
The pur~se of the California Nurses• Association shall be to 
fost7r high standards of nursing practice, promote the pro-fessional and educational advancement of nurses and promot~ 
the welfare of nurses to the end that all peopl; may have -
bet~er health car:-e ser~ices. These purposes shall be un~-
str,cted by co~s1derat1ans of nationality, race creed color 
age, sex, or life style." ' " ' 
"Article II, Purpose and Objectives 
Section 2. Objectives 
C. To promote and protect the economic and general 
welfare of nurses. 
I. T~ speak for_the nursing profession in relationships 
with professional, corrmunity and governmental groups 
and with the public." 
"Artic1e VIII, Conmissions 
Section 9. Economic and General Welfare C011111ission 
B. Functions 
l. Collaborate with the director of economic and 
general ~lfare in_d~veloping and implementing 
a collect1v': ~arga1~1ng program, recognizing 
local barga1n1ng uni~. and in defining. imple-
menti~g, and evaluating the activities and 
polic1~s of the association relating to the 
Konomic and general welfare program. 
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2. Adopt Rules of Procedure and guidelines for the -
program in accordance with the philosophy of .. 
CNA, as printed in the CNA Bylaws and within .the 
· scope of djrectives of the House of Delegates. 
-J. Designate -instances where, in the interest of 
registered nurses, CNA may represent non-registered 
nurses in bargaining units. CNA shall charge an 
appropriate fee based upon the services agreed 
upon by the bargaining unit and CNA. The E&GW 
Co11111ission shall be involved in the development 
of the service fees. 
4. Collaborate with the executive director and 
economic and general welfare staff in carrying 
out the program activities based on the funds 
al located." 
qArticle IX, Regional Associations 
Section 5. Respansibilities 
The regional association shall: 
O. Provide specific responsibility and account:.. 
ability to th_e membership and CNA Board for: 
2. Implementina CNA programs including, but 
not limited-to, organizational and economic 
and general welfare matters on a regional 
level." 
"Article X, Regional Organization 
Section 4. Regional Board of Directors 
B. Functions 
The· regiona 1 Board of Directors sha 11: 
1. Conduct the business of the regional asso-
ciations as directed by the regional assembly 
and the regional bylaws; 
2. Provide for meetings of the regional assembly; 
and 
3. Provide for bal tot election of conmissioners, 
delegates and alternates to the CNA House of 
Delegates and for representatives to other · 
state meetings." 
.J 
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Following the hearings, the disciplined members were notified by letter 
elated February 11, 1980 that "you are guilty as charged", and that this 
· determination is "based on the evidence as it is applicable to each.of -
the provisions of the Bylaws refen;ed to in the charges, jointly and 
severa11y". 
It is apparent- from the foregoing that the di sci pl ined memcers were charged 
with violation of the CNA Bylaws, and that the discipline imposed upon 
them was premised on the finding that they violated the CAA Bylaws. 
The record shows that CNA offered no proof that the disciplined members 
violated the CNA Bylaws. The record also shows that although the dis-
ciplined members 'lllere allowed to testify as to whether or not their con-
duct violated the CNA Bylaws, the disciplined members were not allowed 
to call witnesses who would have testified to the question as to whether 
or not the CNA Bylaws were violated by the conduct of the disciplined 
_ members. 
The position taken by CNA during the hearings and at the review is that 
the determination of whether or not the conduct of the disciolined members 
violated the CNA Bylaws is a question of law, exclushely within the 
province of the hearing panel, and that testimony from witnesses 
on behalf of the disciplined members that the bylaws were not violated is 
irrelevant to the issue of whether or not the CNA Bylaws were violated. 
The ANA Board of Directors finds that CNA failed to prove that the dis-
ciplined members were guilty as charged. As noted in Ro!::ert's Rules of· 
~. Newly Revised, p. 549: 
"The charae sets forth the offense of which the accused is 
alleged to be guilty -- an offense being a particular kind 
of act or conduct which the governing rules define as en-
tailing liabi1ity to prescribed penalties._ The M>ecification(s) 
state what the accused is alleged to have done whicn, if true, 
constitutesan instanceof the offense indicated in the charge. 
An accused must be found guilty of a ~harg1 before a penalty can be imposed." (Emphasis in the or1gina .} 
In short, the record shows that CNA proved the activities in which the 
disciplined members were- alleged to have participated (i.e., the specifi-
cation}. However, CNA did not prove the charge -- violation of the CNA 
Bylaws. Since there is no evidence in the record to support the finding 
that the CNA Bylaws were violated, the findings of guilt on the charge 
are unsupported and cannot stand. 
The t:oard also finds that the right of the disciplined members to a full 
·and fair hearing was prejudiced by not allowing the disciplined members 
to call witnesses to support their defense to the charge they had violated_ 
the :NA 3ylaws. 
Further, the board finds that the right of the di sci pl ined members to a 
full and fair hearing was prejudiced in anot:-ier respec~. TI,e 1etters 
to the disciplined members surrmoning them to the disciplinary proceedings 
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state that the "hearing will be governed by ~bert:s of _Orde;, 
Chapter 10, Section 'Offenses Elsewhere Than m a :~ee~rng; Tr,~ . 
:(The referenced section appears at Chapter xx.) The c1ted section. o~ · . 
Robert's provides for a specific: pr,ocedure to be fo11owe~ wh~n d1sc1pl1-
nary action is contf!1!1Plated again~t a memb7r ?fan organ1zat1on -- con- -
fidential investigat10n by a comn,ttee, trial before the assembly, et~. 
The record discloses that the disciplined members learned at the hear1ngs 
that the procedure set forth in Robert I s wou 1 d not be fa 11 owed. and 
that the hearings would proceed on the basis of nine ground rules ~dopted 
by the C.~ Board. While the rules used by the CNA Board _we~e ~ot 1n 
themselves inherently prejudicial to the rights of t~e d1sc1pl1rye~ members, 
the abandonment of the procedure set forth in Robert s_a~d spec1f1ca~ly 
referenced in the letters to the disciplined members v1t1ated the fa1rness 
of the hearings. 
The board also has concern with regard to two other contentions of the 
disciplined members. The record shows that notice of t~e hea~ings was 
given eioht or nine days prior to the hearings. There 1s serious . 
question - as to whether or not such notice constitutes 11 a reasonable trnie 
to prepare a defense" as contemplated by sec. lOl(a){S) of the Labor-
Management Reporting and Disclosure Act. Robert's Rules of _Order, Nywly 
Revised, p. 548, states that "thirty days is a reasonable t,me to al ow 
the accused to prepare his defense". 
The record also shows that some of the disciplined members an~/or their 
representatives were denied copies of the CNA Bylaws when copies were 
requested from the CNA offices. It would ~eem ~o be_fund~nta1 that a 
member of an organization who is charged w1th v1olat1on of 1.he :ylaws 
should be provided with a copy of the bylaws upon proper reques1.. 
With regard to the remaining contentions of the disciplined members the 
board finds as follows: 
- The charges, as contained in the l~t~rs_to the discip~ined members, 
..ere so drafted as to infonn the d1sc1p11ned meJ?bers with reasonable 
particularity of the details of the charges aga1nst them. 
- The disciplined members had no right based on statutory or case 
Jaw to be represented at the hearings by attorneys who were not 
members of CNA. 
- The presiding officer correctly ruled that testi~.ony ?~ ~lleged 
activities by CNA staff similar to the conduct w1th wn1cn the 
disciplined members were charged was irrelevant. 
- The di sci pl ined members were not denied a fair ~e~ring b~cause . 
the charging CNA member consulted with the pres1d1ng officer prior 
to the charges being filed. The ~ord shows t~a~ the}~\ me~:r 
who brought tne charges consulted with the pr7s1d1ng o,f:~-r wn:n 
the presiding officer was acting in her capacity as Pres1aent Oi 
..I 
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CNA. That fact standing alone does not d~nstrate. that the 
right of the disciplined members to a ful t and fair hearing 
was in any way prejudiced. 
I 
- Any claim of prejudice because one member of the panel which 
conducted the hearings had previously sent a letter to some 
of the di sci pl ined members requesting that they resign their 
membership because of actfvites which were under consideration 
at the hearings was cured when that panel member did not 
participate in any of the rulings or decisions which were made 
in connection with the disciplinary proceedings. 
- The disciplined members were not denied a fair hearing because 
the CNA member who brought the charges had no first-hand knowledge 
of the activities ~ith which the members were charged. As noted 
in Robert's Rules of Order, Newly Revised7 p. 544: 
"Ordinarily, it is impossible for the society to obtain 
legal proof of facts in disciplinary cases. To get at 
the truth under the conditions of such a trial, heresay 
evidence has to be admissible .... " (Emphasis in the 
original.) 
- There is no reason based on applicable statutory or case 1aw why 
the CNA Board of Directors was not the proper panel to conduct the 
disciplinary proceedings. Further, the record is devoid of any 
proof that any of the CrtA Board members supervised any of the 
discipiined members in their emp1oyrnent setting. 
In accordance with the foregoing findings, the ANA Board of Directors 
determines that the discipline imposed on 17 members of the association by 
the california Nurses' Association on February 2-3, 1980 be set aside. rn 
so deciding,, the ANA Board does not prohibit CAA from pursuing di sci pl inary 
measures against the 17 members on charges which are the same or similar 
to the charges which were the subject of the disip1inary proceedings 
conducted on February 2-3, 1980. 
Americaµ Nurses' Association,. Inc. 
TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
2420 Pershing Road, Kansas City. Missouri 64108 
(816) 474•5720 
SNA Presidents 
SNA Executive Directors 
Barbara L. Nichols·hf-v' 
President 
March 30, 1981 
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RE: ANA Position on Affiliation with Other Labor Unions 
T~e_Amer~can Nurses' Association has been asked to clarify its it~f~r ;~th regard to constituent associations entering into 
:a 1?n, merger or related agreements with competing labor 
organizations for purposes of collective bargaining. 
The association's position is 1 'f" d attached. c ari ie in the policy statement 
While we are ~wa:e of the difficulties that individual state 
nurs:s • association~ have encountered as they seek to rovide 6:ff1ty ~~present~tional services to their members, wepdo not 
to eve a~ t~e in~erests of the members, the profession or the 
in~1a:;:~.1~~1on_w1ll be served throug~ constituents ent;ring 
Organ . t· a ion vr merger agreements with competing labor .1za ions. 
Please share this information w1"th d . your Boards of Directors and irectors of your E & GW programs. 
BLN:scw:02 
cc: ANA Chairpersons 
ANA Board of Directors 
ANA Staff 
AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIA'?ION 
POLICY RE: CONSTITUENTS AFFILIATING OR MERGI~G 
WITB LABOR ORGANIZATIONS 
aecause the Bylaws of the American Nurses• A.ssociation ~rovide 
tbat one of the basic purposes of the American Nurses' Associ-
ation is to stimulate and promote the professional developmant 
of nurses and advance tbei.r economic and general welfare, and 
Because the ANA Commission on Zconomic and General Welfare has 
established the scope of ANA's responsibility and program func-
tion in this area, and 
Because state nurses' associations function to provide collec~ive 
bargaining services to members, and 
Because state nurses' associations occupy a 90sition of trust in 
their relationships to one another, and to th~ American Nurses 1 
Association, and 
Because state nurses' associations that enter affiliation, mer-
ger, or related agreements with competing labor organizations 
weaken the membership base of both di.U and the state nurses' 
associations and jeopardize the strong collective bargaining 
programs of other state nurses' associations, and 
Because state nurses' associations entering into affiliation, 
merger, or related agreements are deemed to be engaging in acti~-
ities which are adverse to the interests of the American ~urses' 
Association, its state constituents and district associations, 
t~ose state nurses' associations who do engage in these activi-
ties should not expect to remain constituents of the American 
Nurses' Association. 
The American Nurses' Association therefore finds that: 
0~2581 
Any constituent association which enters into affiliation, 
merger, or related agreements with a competing labor organi-
zation betrays the trust of the tUDerican Nurses' Associ-
ation, its purposes and functions, and shall no longer be 
deemed in good standing: in which case, t!le ~erican Nurses' 
Association will invoke A~ticle X, Sec~ion 6, of the 
American Nurses• Association aylaws. 
WMAT rs MEANT SY ''AFF!LIATION°1 
~berts' Oicticnary of Industrial Relations (revised edition) describes affi1iation 
as, "tne joining or association of a group with a parent or national organization. 
For example,, a local union may be affiliated with a national union and the national 
union, in turn,. iDay be affi1iated with the AFL-CIO." 31ack's Law Dictionary (5th 
eaition) describes affiliation as an, " .•• act or condition of being affiliated, 
a1lieu or associated with another person, body or organization. (Affiliation) 
imports less than membership in an organization, but more than sympathy. and a 
working alliance to bring to fruition the prescribed. program of a prescribed 
organization, as distinguished from mere cooperation ••.. (Affiliation) includes 
an element of dependability upon which the organization can rely which, though 
not equivalent to membership duty, rests upon a course of conduct that could not 
~e abrJpt1y ended without giving at least reasonable cause or chaRge of breach of 
good faith." 
!n labor relations, the concept of affiliation generally connotes a mutua11y agreed 
~con relationship bet'.;een tdO or more entities. The exact nature and/or d~ree of 
association between the entities depends entirely upon the needs of the parties 
~~emselves. Each party retains its identity and the re1ationship may be tenninated 
~Y either party according to predetennined conditions.l 
•~nerally speaking, a prerequisite to an affiliation is the attainment of a level 
of congruency between the organizations' constitutions, bylaws and goals and 
purposes. ~oles and re1ationships are usually carefully defined and reduced to 
~riting in an affiliatign agreement (certificate), and subsequently ratified by 
the appropriate bodies.- rne affiliation document usually provides or othe~~ise 
references such infonnation as dues structures, rights of members and officers, 
selection and rights of delegates and officers, jurisdictiona1 understandings, 
and provisions for the tennination of the affiliation by either of the parties. 
T:1e essence of affiliation is that it confers certain benefits and obligations 
apon oath parties; and, as •.es mentioned earlier, the nature and scope of the 
Jenefits and obligations, are negotiated by the parties to the affiliation agree-
:en~. 3y way of ~ample, Article X!V of the AFL-CIO Constitution, {Sections 1-6), 
se'tS forth the te1"!1JS and conditions under '.llhicn the AFL-C!O wi11 issue 11charters 11 
and .. certificates of affiliation" to "directly affiliated" local unions. This 
~rticle specifies tha~ the Executive Council " ... sha11 issue rules governing the 
:Jnduc~, activities, affairs, finances and property of organizing coT!'lllittees, 
national councils, and directly affiliated local units, and governing the sus-
;:,ension., expulsion,, and termination of such organizations.'' 
1A ":nergeru results in a fusion or absorption of one organization by another with 
:he 1atter retaining its own name and identity and acquiring all assets and 
1i?bilities of the other. ihe absorbed entity ceases to exist in a merger . 
. ZA1~~ouan :he~ can be less formal approaches to affiliation, :he generaliy 
~c:aµt..~ ;rac~ice 1nvo1ves a nigh degree of forma1ity. 
Article XI'J also addresses the issue of dissolution, suspension,, or revocation 
of charters of affiliated organizations, and the disposal of properties jointly 
acquired during the affiliation. Additional powers are conferred upon the 
Executive Co.nmittee to combine directly affi1iated local units into national or 
international unions, organizing conmittees or national councils when such action 
is deened to be appropriate. The minimum per capita dues assessment is a1so speci-
fied. 
It is conman for a national labor organization's constitution to provide both the 
authority and the procedure through which it may affiliate ,,,,-ith other labor organi-
zations and/or the AFL-CIO. For example, the Constitution of the National Union of 
:10s oital and Heal th Care Emoloyees (1199), provides that, "The national union may 
aff111ate with any other local and centl"a1 bodies of the AFl.-CIO" (Article xr1). 
The Constitution of the C011111Unication Workers of America states that. "The affilia-
~ion or disaffiliation of the union with any other labor organization shall be 
accomplished soiely by referendum of the entire membership 11 {Article XXVII}. 
Independent local labor organizations affiliate with national labor organizations. 
~hen a local union enters into an affiliation with a national union, it is a custo-
mary practice for the national union to grant to the local union exclusive bar-
gaining jurisdiction over certain categories of employees in a given geographic 
area. For example, ihe National Union of Hospital and Health care Employees (1199) 
is itself an affiliate (a national division) of another national union, the Retail, 
~holesale, and Department Store Union, AFL-CIO. In this capacity as an affiliate, 
1199 1 s jurisdiction 11 ••• shall embrace all professional, technical, clerical, service 
and maintenance and all other employees in health care institutions such as medical 
centers. hospitals, nursing homes and phannacies and other related services.·• 
(Article III, Section 3 of 1199 1 s Constitution) 
Union 1199, in turn, establishes "district" (local unions} affiliates and grants to 
them specific jurisdictional boundaries. Certificates of Affiliation are issued 
:o each district. These certificates identify the geographic and/or occupational 
jurisdictions for each specific district union. Article III,, Section 2 of its 
constitut~cn further provides that 1199 1s Executive Soard " ... may change, ~lter, 
expand or contract the geographic boundaries of an existing district.~ 
:n swmiary, affiliation is a voluntary process through "'hich two or more entities 
:nter into a :nutua11y agreed upon relationship for clearly defined purposes. There 
is no set fonn; rather, the exact nature of the relationship is a product of nego-
tiations between the parties. Each retains its identity and autonomy, ·11ith certain 
specified limitations~ and the relationship may be tenninated according to agreed 
upon conditions. 
3/25/81 
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POSITION STATEMENT 
ON 
PREPARATION FOR PRACTICE IN NURSING 
A Statement Approved by the Board of Directors 
National League for Nursing 
February 1981 
The membership of the National League for Nursing includes not only the nursing profession, but also 
other health professions, health care and educational institutions. and the consumer public a1 large. All 
these sectors have an interest in 1he quality of nursing services, and thus in nursing education. 
The NLN. representing both nursing service and nursing education. and with a deep commitment lo 
society and service to its members. is dedicated to the improvement of all types ot nursing programs. 
The League values a hearth care system that responds to the needs of a pluralistic and democratic 
society. which grows and changes as it is affected by sociological, economic, and political factors. 
Thus, the League believes that. in the interest of the nation·s health. individuals who wish to enter nurs-
ing should be free to choose from a number of educational alternatives. each of which legitimately fulfills 
the purpose of nursing's uppermost goal: to meet the health care needs of the nation. 
No individual who chooses a career in nursing should be barred from entry because of race, age, 
marital status, sex. or economic status. The wide range of roles in which a nurse may function offers an 
opportunity for any individual demonstrating the necessary competence to pursue a career in nursing. 
The number of roles available also offers variety of choice and options for growth. Therefore, NLN also 
believes that nursing career guidance must serve to help students select the program that best meets 
their personal and career goals. 
To meet the responsibility for the educational preparation for the broad range of roles defined as nurs-
ing, and to meet health care needs. nursing must have an expanded corps of personnel, made up of prac-
titioners who have been prepared in programs that differ in purposes and length. and that prepare for 
varying kinds of practice entailing different degrees of responsibility. Included must be individuals with a 
high degree of preparation who can make maximum contributions in all areas of nursing practice (preven-
tive. curative, rehabilitative). in research, and in the education of nurses and other health professionals. 
Because of its dedication to its constituency as well as its recognition of the health care needs of so-
ciety, the National League for Nursing must endeavor to accredit and strengthen all nursing education 
programs. In keeping with this posture. the League stands behind its long commitment to the demonstra-
tion of minimum competency prior to licensure and to nationwide standardization of tests that 
demonstrate such competency. It also supports flexible programs in nursing that allow nurses to advance 
from one level of educational preparation to another. Diversity of social reality requires diversity in 
preparation for nursing. 
Nursing and nursing education will become more complex as the healing arts change. The demand for 
nursing care mandates the role and functions of the nurse, now and in the future. Educational programs in 
nursing must be adaptive and responsive to the nursing needs or the people, and must plan accordingly to 
prepare practitioners to meet these needs. 
As we move forward, the need for competently prepared faculty members. administrators. clinical 
specialists, and researchers requires higher levels of preparation. The need for nurses with master's and 
doctoral degrees places increasing emphasis upon baccalaureate education in nursing as preparation for 
graduate study. Experimentation and innovation in all programs will be necessary to attract sufficient 
numbers of practitioners at all levels and to prepare them to meet the nation's health care needs. 
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.;,·.· ... ·.and·,f•deral?l.aws;·,rule!;::'.~dJt:egblatfons~·ts-:.·well•·as.standards'enu~ciated··•b~:VOt{D,?.,_-, 
tary:a"tcJjd_it}ng agencies~·-?~neral)y~ ultimate··.authority for ~he ~vera11.9ua1,.~{.'.:to: 
of:pat.4,it d(n1e:'.fs:vestedi~i•a.:governing_ body.1 • 2~3 • :Howeve~, app11cable .. laws~ .0 : J ..!'.:'i:' 
rules,. regulations. ~nd accre~iting:standards exp11c1tly aff1rm the nursing:~:M::z~· 
me,nt.'s accou~tabilit.1:·for thtFquaHty. of TiuztBing services.4,s,~ '· · · ··· ·-· 
. ;~rsing.·departments are comprised.of diverse categories of nursing· personnel~ e;g.f~' 
TicensecLpro.fessjonalaitd practical nurses and unlicensed personnel including __ ' ;' 
· nursing assistants, orderliesandt-echnicians. Licensed professional nurses carrY;::" 
~pe~ifi_c:and·.ttfa~inc:tive legal .. r~sp~nsi.bilities to clients.tt In addition, ..• the.y' /f 
ar-e·accounta~le to: the agenc.v:: etther as employeess or by virtue of certain priv~::}.:,:; 
·_ileges,extended byJhe facility..: Ucensed p~a~ticaJ· nurs.es also c!rryexp!icit: .-/~i~ 
statuti)ry accountability to·.clients~:fo add1,;1on. to those· obHgat1on~. defl~cbY,:?f 
the employee;.employer·felationship. >Unlicensed personnel are respons1ble to the ,,,,.- ,· 
agency(arid its clients**.·as specif.ie~ in the agency's job descriptions~ 
: N~rsing:.staff bylaws:t:an. pro.vj4ii'function~1 · mechanism for ·Self-govemartce. of./l~it 
1,1ursing 0 department •.. To do :SO., it is essent1al ~that bylaws be. bas~d on nursi~: .. , .. < :_}: 
.de1i'artllient philosophy., goals\andobjectives· wh1ch are congruent w1th ~the phi.l~~>7 
·.: ,;:·and;goals of the agency. F.µrtber, nursing staff bylaws must be cons1stE!nt: w.f,t~"t . 
'.,; /(~PP.lJCabl_e(laWSs~ule~ ~r1.d,:reg_ulations governing ~icensedpe!'Sonnel ·cllld~he~Jt~t.:. 
. .care· agenc1es. Finally.,.· the::.design, content and 1mplementat1on of 1l1D!81,11{1. llffti;ff-·, 
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Nursing staff bylaws s~ouldinclude the following broad areas.of content: 
I. 1'1.IPposes 
The purposes of the bylaws shall: .. 
A. facilitate ~he provision o! nursing care to the clients**served by 
the agency 1n accordance w1th professional standards and regulations; 
t 
B. delineate the respon~ibility, .a~thority, a~d accountability of the nursing 
staff and other nurs1ng pract1t1oners holding practice privileges; 
C. pro~ide the structure through which nursing staff will participate in 
pol1cy and procedure-making processes including, but not limited to 
budgeting and a 11 ocati on of personne 1 resources; ' 
D. facilitate conmunications within the nursing department and the agency; 
E. prov!de for continuing education and professional development of the 
nurs1 ng staff; 
F. facilitate the nursing department's participation in research experi-. 
. ments and other educational endeavors. ' 
II. Membership 
Adefinitio~ of membership_on t~e n~rsing staff should provide for appointments 
and ~tegor1es of_member~h1~ wh1ch 1nclude registered nurses and all other 
nurs1ng care prov1ders w1th1n the agency. 
The c~ndition, scope and duration of nursing practice privileges should be 
descr1bed and should not be in conflict with any existing contract(s). 
Voting privileges of the membership should be defined. 
I I I • St!'uc-ture 
The organi~a~i~nal chart of nursing department should indicate the areas 
of respons1b1l1ty, accountab1l1ty and the major channels of conmunication. 
This ~ha~t s~all be a~ integral part of the health facility's organizational 
plan 1nd1cat1ng both 1nterdepartmental and intradepartmental relationships. 
IV. IlepPesentation 
There should be a mechanism·by which the nursing staff consults with and 
repo~s to:the governing body and whkh affords representatives of the 
nursrng staff the opportun1ty to ·participate in any agency deliberation which 
affects defined nursing staff responsibilities. 
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V. Credentials Review 
A conmittee should be established for the purpose of credential review and 
reconmendations for staff appointments. The credential conmittee should 
include representatives from various categories of the nursing staff. 
VI. Staff Privileges 
7 
Provision for staff privileges should be designated for employed nursing staff 
and those non-employees who seek practice privileges, i.e. nursing faculty, 
students, nurses in joint or independent practice and nursing practitioners in 
consulting roles. 
VI I. Appeal and Grievance Mechanism 
There should be a mechanism for the review of the denial of staff appointmentss 
reappointments, denials, curtailment, suspension, or revocation of clinical 
privileges. This mechanism should provide for the right to be heard at each 
step of the process upon request. The final appeal should be to the governing 
body. 
VII I. Stand.ax>ds of PI'actice 
There should be provision for staff endorsement and implementation of standards 
of clinical and ethical practice. 
IX. Staff Devel.opment 
There shall be a mechanism for staff development that includes orientation, 
continuing education, provision of educational resources and criteria for 
educational leaves. 
X. Revier,, of Professional. Pl>actice 
There should be provision for both a peer review and for perfonnance evaluation 
systems. These provisions should be based on mteriadeveloped by representa-
tives of the various categories of the nursing staff which include delineated 
incentive and reward mechanisms. 
XI. Communication System 
A framework for co11111unication between the nursing staff and other health care 
· providers including a mechanism for nursing referrals shall be provided. 
XI I. Officers 
A method of selection, terms of offices duties and responsibilities of the 
officers including the executive conmittee should be established. 
7 
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Requinsents for the established connittees should include: 
• the frequency of and attendance at general and/o~ departmental 
meetings of the nursing staff; · 
•. -~ established quorum; 
. • a record of the proceedings and actions~ 
fng C01111ittees should include, but n 
~Audit; 
.Bylaws; 
.Client Care; 
. . - . . . ' . ' . . : . . . 
• • : , - • : •.• • • 'o'· ..• • • 
)-Joint Coamission on Accreditation of Hospitals. uGoverning Body and Management., .... ' 
....;.;;;.;:;..;..,;;,;;;..o..;=~ ................ ----fi-o_r_Ho ___ sp._i_t_al_s, Chicago, Feb. 1978 Edition., pp. 3T-45~ · 
• 3Qfficial Compilation, Codes, Rules and Regulations of the State of Nft! York,. • . 
Title 10 Health, Article 2 Hospitals,. Part 405,. Sect1on 405.1024 Nurs1ngServ1ces, 
· 7/77,- pp. 4519-4520 • 
. 4Joint Conmission on Accreditation of Hospitals. ..Nursing Services .. " Accreditation 
.Manual for.Hospitals, Chicago, July 1979-80, pp. 94-99. 
5Aanerican Nurses• Association. Code for Nurses with Interpretive Statements,. 
City. 1978 (G-56). 
·. 61dem. Standards of Nursing Practice, l{ansas City, Dec. 1978 (NP-41). 
Standards for Nursing Services, Kansas City,. 1973 (NS-1). 
.4.2 Professioaal Policies 
: CABINET ON HUMAN RIGHTS 
... SUBC0f9UTTEE ON -- AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 
NOVEMBER 30 - DECEMBER 1, 1984 
AGENDA ITEM 3~~-2 
4.2.1 of the Tera "lffnoritX-
. The definition of -.inority• has been att9')ted by tha 
association, either directly or indirectly, a number of time 
in recent years. forces encouraging such attempts have 
included: 1) the need to collect data on association · . 
__,ership, 2) the need to track effects of affirmative action 
efforts, 3) the need to raise awareness of the majority about 
buaan rights and _affiraative action as they pertain to 
both within and outside the association, and 4) the 
needs of individuals wao consider the11Selves to.be memers of 
an unrecognized 
•llldirect• definitions were published in 1975 (Affirmative 
. kt ion Progra111ing for the Nursing Profession): 
Affinutive action for non-discrimination fs the 
of on the grounds of race, 
color, or national origin against persons liltlo are actual 
or potential recipients of the service of. or who are 
actual or potential participants in, a given organization 
or institution. 
Affirmative action for equal employment opportunity is 
the elimination of discrimination against minorities and 
others previously treated unfairly by-the employment 
policies and practices of a given organization or 
institution. 
· · More directly, in 1980, the Comission on ltiman Rights defined 
as •those ~rsons who are unable to take advantage of 
existing social, cutural, and economic opportunities because 
of s stematic discrimination exclusion and abrid ement of 
r1 ts whether covert or overt on the as1s o race creed 
_ co or, sex, ifesty e, physica disabi ity or age. 
_Toe Coamission on Human Rights report to the 1982 House 
of Delegates spoke to equal opportunity and human rights 
for those persons who are unable to take advantage of 
existing social 1 and economic opportunities because of 
SfStematic discrimination, exclusion, and abridgement of 
r11hts on the basis of race, physica disabiHty, creed, co or, 1ifestyle7 sex or age. 
continued •.•• 
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CABINET ON HUMAN RIGHTS 
OCTOBER 1-2, 1984 
PSENDA ITEM 4.2 
(continued) -
In the analysis of Nursing: . A Social Policy Statement 
completed by the cabinet on Septendier 1983 the cabinet spoke 
to "minorities•, i.e. poor, rural, elderly, etc.• and 
elsewhere referenced •populations other than middle-class 
America ••• the elderlyd handicapped, the poor, high-risk 
poeulations, medica11 in i ent, uneff!> oyed, and women and ch1ldren. 11 
Also on Septeni>er 14, 1983, the cab1net 1s Conmittee to Revise 
Affirmative Action Policies agreed that 0 redefining minority 
is counter productive at this time. This is because there are 
aultiple minorities; the term is aver used; it reinforces 
differences among human beings in a negative fashion; it 
iiq>lies that the onus is on the recipient of society's 
injustices rather than the impact of these injustices on those 
. individuals; the traditional definition of minority carries a 
less than equal connotation; it has been a word used to refer 
to people of.color, universally, while the rea1ity is that 
these groups comprise 80 per cent of the world population. 0 
This report was accepted by the cabinet in the Septeni>er 15-
16, 1983 meeting of the cabinet. 
The Board of Directors Conmittee on Conmittees, at its 
Deceni>er 1983 meeting, raised a question about identification of religion as a minority. 
In April 1984, staff responded to an inquiry about the absence 
of reference to religion in minority definition and both 
Qfficials and staff have had subsequent verbal and written 
communications on this matter. 
Does the cabinet wish to review its various approaches to 
defining minority in view of either the; a) 1984 Report on 
Comnitment a.~d Action on Human Rights or; b} inquiries related 
to religion as a minority category? 
:::tf:.9 
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AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION 
Colllrittee on Ethics 
Ethics of 
Safeguarding Client Health and Safety 
The Code for Nurses (ANA, 1976) states that nurses as client advocates act "to 
safeguard the client and the public when health care and safety are affected 
by incompetent, unethical, or illegal practice by any person. 11 Health and 
safety of the client are the primary foci for nursing assessment and 
intervention. The assessment includes specific attention to the rights and 
best interests of clients. Situations in health care delivery systems and 
actions by any person that jeopardize client health and safety require 
deliberation and action by nurses both individually and collectively. 
Collective action by the nursing profession is required in order to minimize 
the individual heroism and risk-taking often required in 11whistle-blowing11 
situations. Individual and collective action at the institutional and 
societal levels is necessary for the development of mechanisms that will 
prevent incompetent, illegal, or unethical practices by individuals and 
instituti~ns. 
Educational institutions and professional nursing organizations have an 
obligation to prepare nurses for the role of advocate for client health and 
safety. With health care institutions, they have an obligation to work toward 
the development of health care delivery environments in which client health 
and safety are the primary concerns and where individuals who call attention 
to situations or individuals that place client health and safety in jeopardy 
can do so as an expectation of their role. 
ACTIONS 
Each institution providing nursing services has an obligation to have an 
established process for the reporting and handling of practices by individuals 
or by health care institutions that jeopardize client health and safety. 
Nurses should be knowledgeable about such processes and prepared to use them 
when necessary. All actions should be supported by accurate reporting and 
documentation. Nurses must be aware of their employing institution's policies 
and procedures, standards of practice, the Code for Nurses, and laws governing 
nursing and health care practice with regard to practices that endanger client 
health and safety. When nurses identify inappropriate or questionable 
practice in provision of health care, concern should be expressed to the 
person carrying out the practice with attention clearly drawn to the possible 
detrimental effect on the client's health and safety. At the same time, 
nurses must recognize that their first obligation is to protect the patient. 
Nurses must intervene directly in any situation where the patient's welfare is 
in imediate serious jeopardy. 
When factors in the health care delivery system or institution jeopardize 
client health and safety, action should be directed to the responsible 
administrative person. When inappropriate or questionable practice on the 
part of anyone concerned with client care is not corrected within the 
employment .setting and continues to jeopardize ~lient heal~h.care and safety., 
the problem should be reported to other appro~r1a~e author1t1es such as 
practice C011111ittees of the professional ~rgan12at10~ ~r the leg~lly 
constituted bodies concerned with licens1ng of spec1f1c categor1es of health 
workers or professional practitioners. Some situations may involve all such 
groups. 
PROCESSES 
Nurses., through individual and collective action! should initiat~ and . 
participate in planning, establishing, implementmg, and evaluatmg rev1.~w 
mechanisms that serve to safeguard client health and safety such as peer 
review processes or c0111Dittees. Such ongoing review mechanisms, which may be 
multidisciplinary, are based on established criteria,_h~ve st~ted purposes, 
include a process for making recoaaendations, and fac1l1tate ~mproved_delivery 
of nursing and other health services to clients wherever nursrng serv1ces are 
provided. 
State nurses' associations should be prepared to provide assistance and 
support for groups in development and evaluation of such processes~ 
Individual and collective activities by nurses can enhance prevent1on of 
illegal., incompetent, and unethical practices by individuals or institutions 
that endanger client health and safety. 
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AMERICAU i,uRSES' ASSOCIATION 
0:Jllltttee on Ethics 
Statement Regarding Risk V. Responsibility in Providing Nursing Care 
This statement, developed by the Conmittee on Ethics of the American Nurses• 
Association, examines the question, At what point does it cease to be a 
nurse's duty to undergo risk for the benefit of the patient? That question is 
particularly relevant for nurses caring for patients afflicted with 
communicable or infectious diseases such as typhoid, tuberculosis. plague, 
Hansen's disease, influenza, hepatitis-B, Legionnaires' disease, 
cytomegalovirus and AIDS {acquired immune deficiency syndrome). Not only must 
nursing care be readily available to individuals afflicted with conmunicable 
or infectious diseases, but also nurses must be advised on the risks and the 
responsibilities they face in providing care to those individuals. Accepting 
personal risk which exceeds the limits of duty is not morally obligatory; it 
is a moral option. 
According to the Code for Nurses. nurses may morally refuse to participate in 
care, but only on the grounds of either patient advocacy or moral objection to 
a specific type of intervention. Nursing is resolute in its perspective that 
care should be delivered without prejudice, and it makes no allowance for use 
of the patient's personal attribu~s or socioeconomic status or the nature of 
the health problem as grounds for ~iscrimination. 
The first statement of the Code for Nurses says, •The nurse provides services 
with respect for human dignity and the uniqueness of the client, unrestricted 
by considerations of social or economic status, personal attributes, or the 
nature of health problems.• Here, the code is addressing the issue of non-
discrimination in the allocation of nursing resources (a question of justice 
. and fairness). 
Historically, nurses have given care to thos~ in need., even at risk to their 
own health, life., or limb. Indeed, the Suggested Code of 1926 proclaims that 
•the most precious possession of this profossion is the ideal of service, 
extending even to the sacrifice of life itself •••• • Nursing history is 
replete with examples of nurses who have knowingly incurred great risk in 
order to care for those in need of nursing or to contribute to the advancement 
of health science. Contemporary nurses, too, knowingly place themselves in 
jeopardy when giving care on .the battlefield, in places of squalor and poor 
sanitation at home or abroad, in situations of natural or man-made disaster, 
and to those with conmunicable or infectious diseases. 
As the Suggested Code of 1926 recognizes, the ideal of service is, in fact, an 
ideal. There are limits to the personal risk of harm the nurse can be 
expected to accept as a moral duty. The profession does not and cannot demand 
. the sacrifice of the nurse's well-being, physical. emotional, or otherwise, or 
the nurse's life for the benefit of the patient. 
~Gll 
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For assistance in resolving the question of risk versus responsibility, nurses 
must turn to the field of ethics for guidance. In ethics, the differentiation 
between benefiting another as a moral duty and benefiting another as a moral 
option is found in four fundamental criteria. As applied to nursing, they are 
as follows: 
1. The patient is at significant risk of harm, loss, or damage if the nurse 
does not assist. 
2. The nurse's intervention or care is directly relevant to preventing harm. 
3. The nurse's care will probably prevent harm, loss, or damage to the 
patient. 
4. The benefit the patient will gain outweighs any harm the nurse might incur 
and does not present more than minimal risk to the health care provider. 
Nursing, as nursing, creates a special relationship between nurse and patient, 
with special duties for the nurse. The nurse is not a "stranger" and thus is 
not at liberty to walk away from those in need of nursing assistance. The 
nurse is obliged to care for those in need of nursing when all four of the 
criteria are met. 
For example, in most instances, it would be considered morally obligatory for 
a nurse to give care to an AIDS patient. If the nurse is immunosuppressed, 
however, it could be reasonably argued that the nurse is not morally obligated 
to care for that patient on the grounds that the fourth criterion, the most 
crucial, has not been met. Apart from the issue of personal risk to the 
nurse, it must be mentioned that it is incumbent upon the hospital or agency 
administration to provide adequate safeguards, such as equipment and 
enforcement of procedures, for the protection of nurs;ng staff. 
Nursing is a caring, patient advocacy profession. Because of nursing's long 
history of standing ready to assist the ill and the vulnerable in society, 
society has come to rely on nursing and to expect that it will rise to the 
health demands of virtually any occasion. In a sense, this reciprocity is 
crucial to the life of the profession. All must know that care will be given 
when needed and that it will not be arbitrarily, prejudicially, or 
capriciously denied. 
Yet, there are limits to the moral obligation of the individual nurse to 
benefit patients. Beneficence stands as a moral duty in those situations 
where the four criteria can be met. When not all of the criteria can be met, 
the individual nurse must evaluate the situation according to the criteria and 
choose whether or not to go beyond the requirement of duty. 
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